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Approval given to restructure fencing, lighting grant
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
. he anti-bullying organization started by Murray State
University Regent Susan Guess has gotten a lot of national attention recently, and she says the extra exposure helps
further her goal of making all children safer from those who
might bully them.
Guess is from Paducah and is the vice president and marketing
director for the Paducah Bank and Trust Company. She was first
appointed to the MSU Board of Regents by Gov. Steve Beshear
in June 2010 to fill half of an unexpired term, and she was reappointed in July for a full sixyear term.
Guess founded the Guess AntiBullying Foundation about two
years ago because of the experiences 'her daughter, Morgan,
went through at school when she
was eight years old. Susan started
the organization after Morgan
finally told her about the problems she was having at school
with an aggressive and possessive friend. Together. they decided they wanted to help other children deal with similar situations.
"Early on. we talked about how
bad things happen in life, and
how we can choose to ignore it or
be part of the solution," Susan
said."So early on. Morgan really
made that decision that she was
Photo by Brad Rankin
going to be part of the solution,
Pictured are Susan
and I think that's really a success
Guess and her 10-yearstory."
old daughter, Morgan,
Susan and Morgan. now 10.
founded the Guess
who
both wrote about the experience
tying Foundation
Aati-Bul
last
that inspired the foundation
together.
Post
on
Huffingt
the
month on
website in honor of National
Bullying Prevention Month. The article was a collaboration with
The Bully Project. Morgan wrote in her column that when she
started third grade, she was happy and had made a new friend.
The girl soon started pressuring her to stop seeing her old friends
and to only spend time with her, and she would pull her hair and
pinch the back of her neck, causing Morgan to he afraid to do
anything other than what the girl wanted.
"School started not to be fun anymore," Morgan wrote."I was
always worried about what she was going to do to me if I didn't
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The National Weather Service
Wednesday: Sunny with a
high near 43 Light northeast
wind
Wednesday Night: Clear,
with a low around 25 Light
and variable wind

Mworay
Calloway County's
Hometown Newspaper

Thursday: Sunny, with a
high near 52 Calm wind
becoming south 5 to 9 mph in
the morning
Thursday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around 35
South wind 5 to 7 mph
Friday: A slight chance of
showers Partly sunny. with a
high near 56 South wind 5 to 8
mph
Friday Night: A slight
chance of showers Mostly
cloudy, with a low around 41
Light south wind
Saturday: A chance of
showers Cloudy, with a high
near 62 South southeast wind
3 to 8 mph
Saturday Night: Showers
likely Cloudy. with a low
around 50
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Calloway Transit Authority
Murray
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s
As part of Tuesday's monthly meeting, member
r in education and busicharacte
high
ng
promoti
Pledge,
Board signed the Character Counts!
Michael Dobbs, board
ness throughout Calloway County. Shown are, clockwise from left.
son, Darrel McFerron,
member, J.D. Outland, board member, Jeanne Mathis, board chairper
Ellis, board member.
er
Gharlett
and
board member and chairman of the Finance Committee,
Parrish.
Rob
and
l
Cromwel
Ken
s
Others signing but not shown were board member
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McConnell promotes alternative to `Obamacare'
times.
"No amount of cosmetic
_ changes around the .edges
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) - Senate are going to fix it."
.
Minority Leader Mitch McConnell said McConnell told reporters
fixable."
isn't
"It
Obama's
Tuesday that President Barack
said
McConnell
health care law is beyond repair and should
be repealed. and outlined. long-standing Congress needs to start
counRepublican counterproposals he touted as over. He outlined a
includes
that
al
terpropos
d.
uninsure
the
ways to help
for McConnell
The campaign for McConnell's chief letting consumers shop
state
across
e
insuranc
an
Lunderg
Democratic challenger, Alison
high-risk pools to proGrimes, said the senator resorted to lines, promoting state
with pre-existing
people
for
coverage
"Washington finger-pointing" without offer- vide
small busiletting
and
ns
conditio
medical
the
of
parts
says
ing new ideas. Grimes
for insurnegotiate
to
nesses band together
beleaguered law need fixing.
.
coverage
McConnell, seeking a sixth Senate term ance
Grimes campaign spokeswoman Charly
next year. warned the botched rollout of the
candidate supports changes
federal website meant to enroll millions in Norton said the
people to keep existing
enable
to
law
the
to
new coverage was the start of problems for
deadline to sign up
the
extend
to
and
plans
modern
in
law
what he called the worst
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press

for coverage through the federal online marketplace. Norton said.
_About 280,000_ Kentuckians will have to
give up their current insurance policies in
coming months and enroll in alternatives to
comply with the health care law.
Matt Bevin, McConnell's Republican
challenger, calls the health care law a disaster that needs to be repealed.
Meanwhile. McConnell said the decision
to expand Kentucky's Medicaid , program
was "highly irresponsible."
eshear
Gov. Steve
Democratic
to
spring
last
n
expansio
the
announced
cover an additional 300.000 people, most of
them the working poor lacking insurance
coverage. Beshear calls it the right decision
for Kentucky in terms of its health and
finances.
•See Page 2A

Clinton says
Obama should
honor health
care pledge
By JIM KUHNHENN
Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) Adding pressure to fix the
problem administration's
program.
care
health
plagued
former President Bill Clinton
says President Barack Obama
should find a way to let people
keep their health coverage,
even if it means changing the
law.
Clinton says Obama should
"honor the commitment that the
federal government made to
those people and let them keep
what they got."
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One of the main points of discussion to a meeting of the
Murray Calloway Transit
Authority Board is always findings of its various committees.
During Tuesday's monthly
meeting of the board, the way
those committees function took
center stage, specifically when
it came to participation.
"We need to do it in a way,
though. where everyone is on
one," said Board Chairperson
Jeannie Mathis. "That's what I
want to see. Everyone of us has
to have a part."
The discussion arose before
Darrel McFerron. who chairs
the MCTA Finance Committee,
was to give his report. and several board members noted that
this particular committee had
met Monday with a very strong
turnout, whereas other groups
do not have such high attendance.
"We have a lot of talent on

II See Page 2A
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Manager Deana Wright. CVB Director
IT'S TIME: Pictured from left, Murray Main Street
Butler CVB Executive Director Erin Carrico
of Marketing and Communications Stephanie
Tuesday preparing Christmas decorations
of
and CVB Intern Blake McReynolds spent all
court square Christmas lights starting
hanging
be
will
for City Hall Wright said they
Thursday
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•MCTA...
From Front
this board and we have people
coming and going that have
fresh ideas and are interested in
this agency moving forward,"
said McFerron, a retired Army
colonel. "One of the most disheartening things to me during
My time in the military was how
so-called old timers would be so
redescent with the idea of, 'Oh
we've tried this idea or that idea
before and didn't work and
that's it.' We need an active
management group."
Board member Ken Cromwell
said he believed cutting the
number of committees could be
beneficial.
"There is an old saying that is
so true today, in business or
anything ... keep it simple stupid. I believe the more simple
we keep it, the better off we're
going to be," Cromwell said.
"You look at Congress; they've
got a committee for a wide variety of subjects. and they talk
about things and talk about
things, but they are slow to do
anything. The more committees
you have, the slower we're
going to be to respond."
This issue will continue being
discussed over coming weeks_
The board did approve a
measure authorizing MCTA
Executive Director Bjarne
Hansen to go forward with the
process of finishing paper work

Murray Ledger & rlimes

restructuring A Federal 5309
grant. 'This will include items
such as fencing and lighting at
the MCTA headquarters, along
with enclosures for its dumpster
and generator.
Hansen also reported that the
hotel loop run in relation to
homecoming at Murray State
University produced disappointing results, with only one hotel
— Murray Plaza — participating. However, Murray Plaza. did
supply 17 nders, which was
considered strong for a single
business. It is believed talks will
continue with other hotels in the
area to increase participation for
future events.
*5*

Hansen also reported that
there is a search for a new
Medicaid broker for transit units
in Kentucky. He said Tuesday
that the state is in the process of
re-bidding for a new broker and
that MCTA is joining with the
Paducah Area Transit System
and the Fulton County Transit
Authority in lobbying efforts as
far as which broker is chosen.
During the October meeting.
Hansen reported, that money
MCTA receives for its transportation of riders who are
patients of the Medicaid program was three weeks late in its
reception for one period. Other
transit systems experienced
similar circumstances, he said,
which may have led to the
state's action.

•McConnell promotes...
From Front
Washington will pick up the
entire expansion cost for the
first three years. and 90 percent
over the longer haul.
McConnell warned "all bets

are off' for federal funding after
three years, due to the federal
debt.
"Which means that the next
governor, whoever that may be.
is going to be stuck with a huge,
huge problem," he said.

The White House says it is
working on changes that would
ease the impact of the cancellaFrom Front
tions for some people But the
fixes under consideration are
The former president, a
administrative actions, not conDemocrat who has helped
gressional changes to the law.
Obama promote the 3-year-old
White House spokesman Ja)
health law, becomes the latest in
Carney on Tuesday reiterated
Obama's party to urge the presithe White House argument that
dent to live up to a promise he
cancellations apply to on')
the
made repeatedly, declaring that
the if Americans liked their about 5 percent of Americans
health care coverage, they who obtained health care insurwould be able to keep it under ance. He also argued that more
than half of those people receivthe new law.
ing
termination notices would
Instead, millions of Americans
have started receiving insurance benefit from better insurance at
cancellation letters. That, cou- lower prices either through
pled with the troubled launch of expanded Medicaid or through
the health care law's enrollment new health care marketplaces.
For the remainder, Carne.v
website,
has
prompted
The president has
Republican critics and frustrat- said,
ed Democrats to seek correc- instructed his team to look at a
range of options."
tions in the law.
The issue facing the adminisHouse Republicans have
drafted legislation to give con- tration now is how to ease the
sumers the opportunity to keep impact on people who are losing
their coverage. Ten Senate their plans and don't qualify for
Democrats are pushing for an subsidies to cover higher premiunspecified extension of the ums. Carney said the White
sign-up period and in a private House opposes a House
White House meeting last week Republican bill. proposed by
several pressed Obama to do so. Rep. Fred Upton. R-Mich.. that
Sen. Mary Landrieu. D-La., has would allow insurers to keep
proposed legislation that would selling insurance that doesn't
require insurance companies to offer the type of benefits
reinstate the canceled policies.
required by the new law.

Obama...

do what she said. I started having stomach pains every day and
I felt nervotis every morning.
didn't tell anyone. I was afraid
that would make it worse. I didn't tell my mom. But she figured
it out."
Susan wrote in her portion of
the story how afraid Morgan's
behavior as result of being bullied made her and how starting
the foundation has given them
both a voice because they decided to be "change agents" instead
of victims.
In addition to the Huffington
Post article, Susan was also
interviewed last month by
CNN.com for a story titled.
"Are we too quick to cry
'bully'?" In the story. Susan
explained that she was not afraid
to use the word "bully" because
just as Morgan had a hard time
telling an adult about her problem, many parents have a hard

Your lift% Your money.
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Not only that, but the building's height without the needle
also holds symbolism because
at 1,368 feet it is the height of
the original World Trade Center.
Antony Wood, the council's
executive director, said the needle is particularly important as a
"structural and symbolic element."
Further, he said, the decision
to put the spire atop the building
was part of a 'quest" to build a
permanent reminder of what the
nation went through.
"This was not an economic
quest for bragging rights to the
U.S.'s tallest,' he said. "This was
a quest to put something meaningful and symbolic on that site
because of the horrible history'
of what happened on that site."
He said the antennae on top of
the Willis Tower help to make
the committee's point about permanence, explaining that when
the building went up there were
no antennae, and that the original antennae have been
replaced with taller ones.
Wood also made another point
that, though not a factor on the
committee's decision, is significant: that the Willis Tower will
continue to be an attraction for
years just like the Empire State
Building is decades after it, too,
was eclipsed by taller buildings.
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CHICAGO (AP) — The new
World Trade Center tower in
New
York
will
replace
Chicago's Willis Tower as the
nation's tallest building when it
is completed next year, an international panel of architects
announced Tuesday.
The Height Committee of the
Council on Tall Buildings and
Urban Habitat said that because
the needle atop the New York
skyscraper is a permanent spire
and not an antenna it can be
counted when measuring the
structure's height.
The needle, measuring 408
feet tall, was more than enough
to confirm Chicago is the
Second City when it comes to
tall buildings.
With the needle, 1 World
Trade Center is a symbolically
important 1.776 feet tall.
Without it. the building would
have been only 1,368 feet tall
— well short of the 1,451 -foot
Willis Tower.
At stake was more than just
the pride of two cities that feast
on superlatives and the tourist
dollars that might follow: 1
World Trade Center. with its
beacon on top will stand as a
monument to those killed in the
9/11 attacks, and its architects
had sought to capture the echo
of America's founding year in
the structure's height.

•

RAM 1500

series "Big Time Rush" is now
available for viewing on
YouTube, she said.
In January 2013, Susan was
also appointed to the Not In Our

1 World Trade Center tallest U.S. building

Hilk Iran
lenn , died
Residence

NEW 2013

ized by CNN's iReport on Oct.
29. The video of the bullyingcentered chat with actor Steve
Glickman of the Nickelodeon

installment of MSU's new lecture series "Adventures: Life
and Its Experiences.-

Billy Fra

RAM

time identifying when their children are being bullied.
Susan said she also participated in a Google- Hangout organ-

Auditorium in MSU's Collins
Center for Industry and
Technology. It will be the fourth
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Promotion of veteran-raised
ag goods goes national

Obituaries
Billy Franklin Miller

Billy Franklin Miller, 73, of Murray, Ky., formerly of Oakland,
1 enn., died Sunday. Nov. 10, 2013, at the Methodist Hospice By BRUCE SCHREINER
market of any size and pull
Residence in Memphis,Tenn.
something off the shelf and say.
Associated Press
He was born May 5, 1940, in Memphis,Tenn 'to
LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)- A That was grown by a military
the late Truman Franklin Miller and Clara Broach Kentucky-based promotional veteran.'"
"We really feel like its going
Miller. He served in the United States Army dur- campaign featuring a special
ing peace time and was employed as a switchman logo for farm goods produced to be a tremendous help to the
for the Illinois Central Railroad for 20 years before by military veterans is spread- farming careers of the men and
his retirement. He attended the Lambert ing nationally, with the goal of women we've been working
Community Church in Fayette County, Tenn.
making the brand a household with," he added.
In addition to his parents, he was preceded in name and boosting income for
The Farmer Veteran Coalition,
death by his first wife, Norma Miller.
ex-service members looking to based in Davis, Calif., helps
Mr. Miller is survived by his wife, Shirley Ann make a living off the land.
veterans start careers in agriculFutrell, to whom he was married Sept. II, 2010:
Miller
James Corner, Kentucky's ture.
daughter, Tamatha Renee Satcher and husband, agriculture commissioner, said
Michael Lewis, an Army vetKen, of Southaven, Miss.; two sons, Robert Monday the California-based eran who farms in central
Franklin Miller, of Somerville, and Ronnie Miller, Farmer Veteran Coalition has Kentucky, said the Homegrown
the by Heroes program has already
of Collierville; stepdaughter, Sherry Stewart and volunteered
to run
AP Photo/The Ledger Independent, Terry Prather
amosesol=
husband, Ken, of Arlington, Tenn.; two sisters, Homegrown by Heroes program paid off for his business.
KENTUCKY SNOW: Early morning snow covers parked cars
Nancy Jones, of Wakeman. Ohio, and Dixie Lee, across the country. The brand"It's been a tremendous boost in the Maysville, area early Tuesday, Nov. 12. Parts of Mason
of Lakeland, Tenn.; three grandchildren, James Robert Miller, Sara ing program got its start last to our farm sales," he said. "We County received between one and two inches of wet snow.
Elizabeth Satcher and Hannah Grace Satcher; and two step-grand- January in Kentucky. Comer can't keep up with demand. It's a
children.
said the state's agriculture good problem to have."
For the past few months, the
Funeral services will be held Wednesday. Nov. 13, 2013, at II department will share its logo
a.m. at the Peebles West Funeral Chapel in Oakland, Tenn. for the program - showing a military-themed logo has been
Interment with military honors will follow in the Fayette County saluting service member with stamped on the vegetables, pork
the American flag in the back- and poultry produced on his
Memorial Park Cemetery at Oakland.
The event will also include a
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) Visitation was held from 6-8 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 12,2013, at the ground - for the national ini- Madison County farm.
Baptist church leaders are in brief update frdm the president
Before the branding cam- Paducah for the annual meeting of the Baptist-affiliated Sunrise
tiative.
funeral home.
The program is seen as an paign, he had to "fight and look" of the Kentucky Baptist Children's Services, which
Expressions of sympathy may be made to: St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, P.O. Box 1000, Department 142, Memphis,TN incentive for consumers to buy for markets, he said. Now he's Convention.
operates homes for abused chilveteran-produced farm products landing new customers and
38148.
The all-day meeting Tuesday dren around the state. Last
expanding his operations by at Lone Oak First Baptist week, the Sunrise board of
Arrangements are bang handled by Peebles West Funeral Chapel. and for retailers to stock them.
Corner predicted consumers leasing more land. .
Church will include the election directors voted down a proposal
He said the logo can provide a of a president and votes on res- to open its employment to gays.
will be willing to "pay a premiJoel. Ford Sr.
financial windfall for more olutions. One of the resolutions
Joe Thomas Ford Sr.,81,of Paducah. Ky.,died Monday, Nov. II, um" for the products.
The annual meeting was pre"And that's the way we're farmers.
2013, at 3:58 p.m. at Baptist Health Paducah.
seeks to honor Albert Mohler ceded by several days of out"It provides a simple opportu- for his 20 years as president of reach events in Paducah,includHe was born April 6,1932,in Mayfield to the late Jack and Kelpie going to help these military vetBaptist ing a ministry visit with inmates
Richardson Ford. He graduated from Sedalia High School and erans. by helping them add as nity for every American con- the
Southern
played basketball at Paducah Community College and Murray State much value to what they pro- sumer to thank a veteran by eat- Theological
in at the McCracken County Jail.
Seminary
University. where he graduated in 1954 with a B.S. degree. He duce as possible." he said at a ing well and buying locally," he
Louisville.
worked as a teacher and coach at Symsonia High School and as an Veterans Day event in down- said.
Corner estimated there are
town Louisville to announce
independent contractor in the construction industry.
thousands of ex-military memIn addition to his parents, he was preceded in death by a sister, expansion of the program.
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OUR READERS
WRITE
To the Editor:
Many people in western Kentucky consider Murray to be the most
desirable place to live in the region. We believe that is in large part
because of Murray State University. Other communities seem to be
jealous of the fact that we have the amenities and prestige of a fine
university in our own town. Students from arourid the world are
attracted to, and attend MSU.
The quality of life is enhanced by the ready availability of
enhanced educational opportunities, cultural and athletic events and
the stable economy we enjoy. Our family has directly benefited
from readily affordable, locally available education with MSLI proiding us ‘‘ MI three undergniduate, and one graduate degree. Our
children w ho both attended MSU were rewarded with immediate
employ ment after graduation.
We and all others who reside in the area benefit from the presence
of NISLI There are other fine universities in the state; however local
students %%mild be doing themselves a favor to consider the many
benefits of attending our local university.
We support Murray State University because MSU supports us.
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Opinions expressed on the Forum page do not
necessarily reflect the editorial opinion of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
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V Letters may be sent to P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
42071, faxed to (270) 753-1927, or e-mailed to editor q.t) m Lir rayledgercom.
✓ Letters mailed or faxed must be signed and have
address and phone number for verification purposes.
E-mailed letters must have name, address and phone
number.
✓ No letters will be printed anonymously.
✓ Letters should not exceed 300 words and must be
typed or legible.
✓ The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right to
edit or reject any letter on the basis of length, style,
spelling, grammar, libel, good taste and frequent contributors to the Forum page.
✓ Letters of a "thank you" nature that single out sponsors, businesses or individuals by name, except those
directed toward the community as a whole, will not be
accepted.
✓ Letters only represent the viewpoint and opinions of
the writer and not necessarily that of the Ledger &
Times staff.
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'Donkey Basketball' and wild-eyed boys
My old gymnasium in
Dixon, Ky. was also the location for the first Donkey Basketball game that I had ever
witnessed. A whole crew came
into town with the donkeys,
and my junior high school
teachers played a game of basketball while riding the donkeys. I remember one donkey
came to a skidding stop at
half court and threw my principal several feet forward. He
landed with a thud, but gamely got back on to continue the
game. The most interesting part
of the game was to watch the
young boys assigned to scoop
up the excrement that the donkeys produced on a regular
basis. 1 must say, it was an
interesting game.
I made a friend that first
summer of 1966 before school
started, Duane Clark from
across the street. It intrigued
me that he had my middle name.
We held a common interest in
baseball, but my new friend
was far ahead of me in basketball, which I quickly learned
was the most important sport
in Kentucky. Duane would
come over to my house and
we would go next door behind
the school where there was an
outdoor concrete basketball
court. I couldn't shoot a layup, but Duane worked with
me to get my steps down and

I finally got the knack of it.
We played for hours on that
court, playing horse or 21 or
just shooting around. If we
played one-on-one Duane
always won.
Duane and I also traded baseball cards on our front porch.
a large, wrap-around affair with
a cushioned glider. On the side
porch we could look down
into the back yard to a round
fish pond with lily pads that
always got clogged.with leaves
in the fall. Our overgrown back
yard had at one time been
planted in formal gardens with
irises, roses, and a trellised
concord grape vine. The yard
sloped down to a hillside of
woods, the scene of two of
the most traumatic events of
my adolescent years.
One morning I took my BB
air rifle back to the woods. I
found a nice spot at the base
of a maple tree and sat there
Daniel Boone-like with my
back to the tree. Before long
a gray bird, what I now know.
to be a mourning dove perched
on a branch of a nearby tree.
I took careful aim and fired.
The bird fluttered to the ground
and landed not far from where
I sat. I gathered the bird, still
alive, in my hands. The bird
blinked at me and then I noticed
the tiny BB-sized hole in his
temple (if birds have temples).

I immediatefelt
ly
remorse for
what I had
done. I gathup
ered
leaves and
twigs
and
fashioned a
makeshift
nest
and
C arefully Home and
placed
the
Away
injured bird
By James
at the base of Duane Bolin
the tree. The Ledger & Times
bird blinked
Columnist
at me again
and I went
back to the house. When I
returned to the woods in the
evening all that was left was
a few fluffs of feathers. A cat
had a nice dinner. 1 vowed
that 1 would never kill another bird. I did try to shoot the
pigeons that perched on the
gutters of the old school next
door, but the BBs just bounced
off their tough breasts. I was
able to keep my vow after all.
On another day. I had gone
across town to play basketball
at a friend's house without
telling my Mom at home or
my Dad at the drugstore. My
mother always worried when
she didn't know our whereabouts. She went out in the
back yard to look down the

hillside to see if I was shooting baskets behind the school.
As she turned to go back to
the house a group of wildeyed teenagers emerged from
the woods. They hollered unintelligible things at my mother. Scared, she ran back to the
house, picked up the phone.
and called the police. I arrived
back home just when the police
pulled into our driveway. The
policeman went to the back
of our house and found the
glassy-eyed boys still there.
somewhat subdued. The boys
had sniffed glue in the Woods,
gotten high, and walked up
the hill to our house. I think
my mother thought they had
murdered me. Safe at home
and the glue-sniffing boys gathered up to the police station,
I was grounded for a week
for not telling my mother where
I had gone. Such is the life
of an adolescent boy in a small
town in western Kentucky in
the 1960s. I wonder what
happened to those wild-eyed
boys? Probably politicians now.
Duane Bolin teaches in the
Department of History at Murray State University. Contact
(Jr
Duane
jholin@ murraystate.edu.
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Many ways to honor veterans
Parades and speeches. Flags
waving in a stiff autumn breeze.
Wreaths of remembrance placed
at the graves of the known
and the unknown. There are
many ways to honor veterans,
but paying tribute to those who
fought and died for our country does not have to be confined to one day a year.
Now that the "Picturing
America" images have been
installed at the Wrather Museum on the Murray State University campus, visitors can
view images from U.S. history that examine many aspects
of distinguished service to
America. In Gilbert Stuart's
Lansdowne portrait of George
Washington, for example, our
first president stands in an oratorical pose, his right arm gesturing toward a table that contains volumes of symbolic and
historic value — the Federalist and the Journal of Congress.
When the portrait was displayed in New York City two
years after it was completed.
an advertisement noted that
Washington had been depicted
"surrounded with allegorical
elements of his public life in
the service of his country, which
are highly illustrative of the
great and tremendous storms
which have frequently pre-

vailed."
information
Background
about the painting indicates
that the artist had some difficulty helping Washington feel
comfortable as he posed, but
Stuart used all his charm and
wit to draw out the inner spirit of the great general and put
him at ease. Washington's
grandson described the Lansdowne portrait as a genuine
portrayal of his grandfather,
calling it "the best likeness of
the chief in his latter days."
In Emanuel Leutze's "Washington Crossing the Delaware,"
General Washington is portrayed in a different kind of
heroic pose. The scene is a
frigid Christmas night in 1776,
when the Continental Army
crossed the Delaware River for
a surprise attack on Trenton.
Washington's daring move
checked the British advance
and the brilliant military strategy reinvigorated the American cause.
The origihal Leutze painting was huge — I 2-by-2 I feet
— but even in the much smaller reproduction at the Wrather
Museum, the scene is captivating. Washington stands,
unwavering, while his men
struggle to maneuver the boat
through choppy, ice-clogged
waters. He leans forward expec-

tantly, as if
glimpsing
the amazing
victory that
awaits them.
The
flag,
buffeted by
the
wind,
flies proudly in spite
of the eleMain Street
ments.
Another By Constance
Alexander
"Picturing
America" Ledger & Times
Columnist
image,
painted by
Winslow
Homer, is entitled, "The Veteran in a New Field," and the
scene differs dramatically from
the images of George Washington. The only figure in this
sun-drenched landscape is a
male seen from behind, wielding a single-bladed scythe, an
outmoded tool for harvesting
an apparently endless field of
grain.
The job Homer's veteran
faces is daunting, yet he seems
to be working at it, stroke by
determined stroke. Some of
the most fierce and deadly battles of the Civil War were fought
on wheat fields like that one,
bringing to mind fallen soldiers. The painting reflects the
desolation caused by war, yet

the vivid blue sky seems to
suggest there is hope on the
horizon.
Other impressive images of
veterans at the Wrather Museum include The Robert Shaw
Memorial, commemorating the
bravery of the Massachusetts
54th Regiment, one of the first
African-American regiments to
fight in the Civil War. Also,
a photograph of Abraham Lincoln,taken on February 5, 1865,
reveals the toll the presidency
had taken on Lincoln. One of
a series of photos intended to
be used as a study for a painted portrait reveals a haggard
and careworn president, appearing much older than his fiftyfive years. Two months later,
Lincoln fell to an assassin's
bullet, on April 14, 1865.
Monday was Veterans Day,
but the "Picturing America"
exhibit at The Wrather Museum is open to thepublic at
no charge every Monday to
Friday,from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m..
and on Saturday from 10 a.m.
to 1 pm.
For more information on
"Picturing America," log on to
picturingamerica.neh.gov.
Read Main Street online at
www.murravledgercom. Contact the columnist directly at
constancealexander@twc. corn.
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News in Brief

KNIGHTS
OF COLUMBUS
DONATION

Woman found dead after apartment fire

The Knights of Columbus
recently held its annual
Tootsie Roll Drive to help
raise funds for WATCH, Inc.
A donation of $1,500 was
made to WATCH, which is
an organization that assists
people with disabilities in
becoming fully integrated
into their community.
Pictured from left are:
Michelle Norsworthy; Grand
Knight Kevin D'Angelo;
Crystal Estes: and Stephen
Norsworthy.

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Fire officials in Metro Louisville
say they have found a woman dead after a blaze at an apartment
building.
Officials told WAVE-TV that they were called to the scene early
Tuesday morning and found smoke coming from the second floor
of the two-story building. After extinguishing the blaze, firefighters found a woman dead in her bedroom.
Officials said the fire damage was contained to room where the
woman was found. Her name has not been released.
No other injuries were reported. Firefighters are still investigating the cause.

College Republicans get behind McConnell
FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) — Senate Republican Leader Mitch
McConnell has received the endorsement of the Kentucky
Federation of College Republicans.
The group's central committee voted unanimously to support
McConnell at a retreat in Elizabethtown last 'weekend.
Chairman Wesley Scott said Monday that McConnell has fought
for Kentucky values during five terms in the Senate. Scott said
he's confident McConnell will continue to do so.
McConnell is seeking re-election to a sixth term next year. He
faces Louisville businessman Matt Bevin in Kentucky's May primary. The winner of the McConnell-Bevin matchup will likely
face Democratic front-runner Alison Lundergan Grimes in next
fall's general election.
McConnell said he's grateful for the support from the college
Republicans who play an influential role in Kentucky politics.
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CHARLESTON,S.C.(AP) — U.S. Sen. Rand Paul said
Monday that it will be at least a year before he decides whether to
enter the 2016 presidential race but warned that the party must
better reflect the makeup of America for any GOP candidate to
succeed.
"We can win South Carolina for the next 50 years probably —
Kentucky too — but if you want to win Illinois or you want to
win Ohio,or you want to win California or New York we have to
be a bigger party," the Kentucky Republican told about 75 people
attending a party fundraiser in early-voting South Carolina.
"We've got to look like the rest of America. We've got to do it
with tattoos, without tattoos, with earrings, with ponytails, everybody," he said. "We're going to have some disagreements, but we
need more people in the party. And when we do that, we'll be the
dominant party again."
Paul, a favorite of tea party and other conservative Republicans,
is visiting South Carolina for the third time this year. He has also
made recent trips to other early primary states such as Iowa and
New Hampshire. South Carolina has the first GOP presidential
primary in the South in 2016.
On Tuesday, Paul is scheduled to address cadets at The Citadel,
South Carolina's military college.
Following the fundraiser, Paul told reporters he will likely stay
out of the South Carolina GOP Senate primary in which incumbent U.S. Sen. Lindsey Graham faces two GOP challengers.
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Forgy endorses
Bevin for Senate
FRANKFORT, K). (AP) —
Old guard Republican Larry
Forgy has endorsed Louisville
businessman Matt Bevin ahead
of next May's primary.
Forgy. a Lexington attorney
who was the GOP nominee for
Kentucky governor in 1995,
announced the endorsement
Tuesday.
Be% in is running as a chal-.
lenger to Senate Republican
Leader Mitch McConnell.
Forgy said he feels that
Bevin, not McConnell, is the
best answer to the nation's
problems. Forgy has been at
odds with McConnell for
blasted
he
years, and
McConnell in a statement as
"the best example of the need
for term limits."
of
the
winner
The
McConnell-Bevin race will
likely face Democratic frontrunner Alison Lundergan
Grimes in the general election.

Jay Leno, Lily Tomlin
in LaughFest lineup
GRAND RAPIDS, Mich.
(API — Talk show host Jay
Leno, comedian-actress Lily
Tomlin and comedian-actor
Chris Tucker are in the lineup
Gilda's
year's
next
for
LaughFest.
Tuesday
Organizers on
announced the first round of
talent and shows for the event.
"Tonight" show host Leno is
LaughFest's
headlining
"Signature Event." Tomlin's
appearance is in partnership
with Broadway Grand Rapids.
West'Michigan's fourth annual festival of laughter is to take
place March 6-16. It honors the
memory of comedian Gilda
Radner, who died of ovarian
cancer in 1989.
LaughFest is to feature more
than 100 community showcases and other events at locations
in Grand Rapids, Lowell and
Holland.
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Expand Your Small Business!!
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Global Entrepreneurship Week
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Photo provided by the Augsburg, southern Germany, prosecution Monday, Nov. 11, shows Otto Griebel's 'Kind am Tisch'
(Child at a table) that was among the more than 1,400 an
works that were seized by German authorities in an apartment in Munich in February 2012. Investigators, aided by a
leading art historian, are trying to establish the artworks legal
status and history. It's unclear how many of the works might
be subject to return to pre-World War II owners.

German stolen art website
down, high demand seen
BERLIN (AP) — German officials say a website featuring art
that may havebeen stolen by the Nazis has crashed because too
many people a?e trying to access it.
Sabine Kramer from the Lost Art Internet Database said
Tuesday the website crashed shortly after the German government
released a statement Monday night saying it would start posting
25 paintings on www.lostart.de . The paintings are part of a trove
of more than 1,400 works of art found in a Munich apartment that
are being investigated.
Kramer said the 25 paintings were posted but the server had
technical problems.
Germany believes about 590 of the more than 1,400 artworks
may have been stolen by the Nazis. It said the website would be
updated so people and institutions could tell if they had legitimate
claims.
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Paschall Truck Lines,or PTL,as it is commonly known, was started by the late L. W.
Paschall and his wife Mary Frank Paschall in 1937. L. W. was the youngest of the three
Paschall children. His father died at the early age of 48.That left L. W.and his siblings
the responsibility of running the family farm. It was during this period that L. W.observed that farmers and other people needed a way to haul things from place to place.
Mr. Paschall began his operation with a 1936 Ford truck. He hauled sawdust,fertilizer,
gravel, cross-ties or anything he could just to make a living. Those early years were
tough. The area's road and bridge system was not well built and often times a bridge
would collapse under the weight of a heavy load and they would have to stop and repair

the bridge. In later years, the company established a milk route where they picked up
fresh milk from the farm
and delivered it to Ryan
Milk in Murray. ThF/y also
provided a fleet of &twice
that could go out onto the
farmer's fields and spread
fertilizer right off the truck.
As the business began to
thrive, so did the services
offered by Paschall Truck
Lines. Over the road authority was tightly regulated in those days, but L.
W. managed to secure
rights to haul general freight between Louisville, St. Louis, Memphis and Murray
which provided significant benefits to the local business community. In addition, the
company began to haul granite for tombstone and monuments from Elberton, Georgia
back to the local area.
By 1972, L. W. had grown the company to 35 employees and over 100 pieces of
equipment. L. W. began to think of retirement and in 1973 sold the company to Randall A. Waller. Mr. Waller was a young investor with trucking experience from
Nashville. TN who had begun working in the trucking industry while still in high
school. His interest in the industry was so strong that he would often stay after work
just to learn another job from a co-worker. This background had prepared him well
to direct the future of Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., even at a young age.
Mr. Waller had extensive knowledge of the trucking authority legal process and immediately began to expand the authorities for routes over which the company's trucks
could travel and deliver freight. This expansion of authority increased the service
opportunities for western Kentucky businesses and permitted the company to grow
at a rapid pace in those early years. Within a few years of the acquisition, Mr. Waller
chose to discontinue the flatbed granite operation to focus the company's full resources on developing the growing less than truckload(LTL)market between western
Kentucky and the Louisville, Nashville, Memphis and St. Louis gateway markets.
This proved to be a successful market realignment which resulted in accelerated
growth in the company's primary market area.
In 1979,The Tappan Manufacturing Company announced the closure of their Murray plant. Arrangements were made with PTL to assist with equipment relocation to
their Mansfield,Ohio operations which began the company's entry into the truckload
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market.
Additional authorities were obtained to permit the company to deliver truckload quantity freight throughout the eastern 31 states. At this time in the nation's transportation
history, the securing of this authority was very rare, and the fact that a small carrier located in Murray, Kentucky had this type of authority generated interest from many
larger carriers which did not have such authority.
In 1980,Congress passed the Motor Carrier Act of 1980 which deregulated the control
of issuing operating authority. This legislation resulted in the demise of hundreds of
major trucking companies throughout the United States. Randall Waller, recognizing
that the fundamentals of his business had changed with the passage of the deregulation
legislation, began to position the company to move forward in an unexplored deregulated environment. Operations were structured that permitted the company to expand
its truckload service, first by offering service in and out of western Kentucky to four
states. Within two years, the company was providing truckload service to the 31 easternmost states. By 1986 PTL was offering service throughout the entire 48 states,
Canada, and Mexico.
The company continued to offer both its traditional LTL service and the truckload
service. Major growth was developing in the truckload sector and the composition of
the business was changing. In 1978, 1(X) percent of the company's revenue came from
the LTL service. By 1986, LTL service represented approximately 20% of the company's revenue and truckload contributed the balance. Based on these changing trends,
Mr. Waller announced the discontinuance of LTL service in the fall of 1986 so the company could focus its full resources on the growth of the truckload sector. This realignment of the company's operating strategy resulted in an era of significant growth and
development.
Mr. Waller knew that he would eventually need a plan to transfer the ownership and
management of the business. In 2011 he began examining a number of options to sell
his ownership in the company. Most of his options would mean that at some point in
the future PTL could leave Murray, KY. Mr. Waller did not want to risk that. On October 29, 2013 he announced he had opted to preserve local ownership and further
strengthen Paschall Truck
Lines,Inc.'s strong future by
selling 100 percent of his
stock in the company to its
employees through an Employee Stock Ownership
Plan(-ESOP").
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
currently has 1,384 employees between its facilities in
Murray, KY, Franklin, TN,
West Memphis, AR, Indianapolis, IN, El Paso, TX.
and
Brownsville, TX
Laredo, TX. Paschall Truck Lines, Inc., has developed an enviable reputation in the
trucking industry with over 70 years of performance on America's roads,and currently
ranks 95th among the nation's largest trucking companies.
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Paschall Truck Lines,Inc.
100% Employee-Owned!
load quanisportation
carrier lorom many

The Employee-Owners of Paschall Truck Lines want to thank Mr. Tony Waller for his 40 years of leadership
in building PTL into what it is today. More importantly, we want to thank him for giving us the opportunity to
purchase the company and keep our headquarters and our jobs here in the Murray community. We pledge to
build on the heritage established by Mr. L.W. Paschall and continued under Mr. Waller's ownership. Our history
here in Murray has been one of growth and customer satisfaction. We look forward to combining our efforts
in continuing to build this history and prosperity for our families and our community.
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Thank you,Tony Waller!
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MSU WOMENS BASKETBALL

Lee named OVC
Newcomer of the
Week for first time

MURRAY STATE 97, BRESCIA 69

From MSU Athletics
After just one week as a Racer, Jashae Lee is already earning
accolades. The sophomore from Rialto, Calif., was named as the
first adidas
OVC Newcomer of the Week Tuesday for her performance in the first two contests of the season.
Lee averaged nine points and nine rebou,nds over 235 minutes in
two games last week. In Monday's win over Evansville, she notched
her first double-double as a Racer by scoring 12 points and pulling
down 10 rebounds. Also on Monday, she helped MSU notch its
fourth-highest single-game block performance, by coming up with
four of the team's eight swats on the night.
Lee and her teammates will return to action Saturday when they
travel to Bowling Green to take on Western Kentucky. Tip-off from
E.A. Diddle Arena is scheduled for 2 p.m.

MENS COLLEGE BASKETBALL

No.2 is No. 1
as Spartans beat
Kentucky
By NANCY ARMOUR
AP National Writer

KYSER LOUGH / For the Ledger
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(Above) Murray State senior guard Dexter Fields drives to
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15,
Brescia. Fields scored 20 while Ford added
night at the CFSB Center.

Plenty to do
defeated Brescia 97-69.
"I'm not saying it's easy, but
we have to adjust to only having
eight guys," Prohm said. "That's
the hand we've been dealt."
Jeffery Moss scored a careerhigh 21 points on 6-for-9 shooting from the floor, while senior
Dexter Fields chipped in a
career-high as well with 20.
Jarvis Williams record a douBy RICKY MARTIN
ble-double with 14 points and
Sports Editor
14 rebounds, but perhaps the
surprise came from CJ
biggest
Steve Prohm has gone
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through plenty of firsts in his Ford, who
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a
for
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"It was good to see (Ford)
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some confidence on the
have
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end," Prohm said. "...I
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uniform," Prohm said. "That's
praise O. He had a couple of
certainly different."
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With Ti Sapp ineligible until
thought the dunk was a great
the middle of December and
play off the transition ball
having lost forward Zay
screen. He has missed a couple
Henderson for up to a month
of those in the past, over the last
with a broken hand, the Racers
year or so, so it was good to see
had just eight scholarship playhim make a confident play.
ers available Tuesday night.
"We are going to need him to
Four of those eight scored in
play confident that way."
double figures for new career
•See RACERS, 9A
highs, however, as Murray State
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CHICAGO (AP) — As the buzzer sounded and his Michigan
State teammates raced onto the court to celebrate, Gary Harris held
his index finger aloft.
No doubt about who's No. I.
For now, at least.
Branden Dawson tipped in a miss with less than six seconds left,
and the No. 2 Spartans hung on for a 78-74 victory over top-ranked
Kentucky and its latest cast of phenoms in the first game of the
Champions Classic on Tuesday night.
"We want to be No. 1 at the end of the season," Keith Appling
said. "Not the beginning."
Keep playing like this and the Spartans (2-0) are sure to be in the
conversation come the end of March.
Kentucky,too. After trailing by as much as 13 in the second half,
looking like the freshmen most of them are, the Wildcats (2-1)
showed why there's so much hype surrounding them. Julius Randle
almost beat the Spartans single-handedly, scoring 23 of his 27 points
in the second half and making a jumper with 42 seconds left that cut
Michigan State's lead to 76-74.
But Dawson tipped in a miss by Denzel Valentine, and James
Young missed a 3-pointer at the buzzer.
"You got guys crying in there, which is a good thing," Kentucky
coach John Calipari said. "I want it to hurt like that. I knew this
would get their attention. The biggest thing is if you don't do this
together, you won't win. You'll never be a special team."
This was the earliest I vs. 2 match-up, and first since Feb. 23,
2008, when Tennessee beat top-ranked Memphis. The Tigers coach
then? None other than Calipari.
This game had even more hype, mostly because of the Kiddie
Cats. Much has been made of the youngsters, with good reason. The
last time Calipari had a roster this star-studded, the Wildcats won a
national title.
This group might be even more impressive.
Six were McDonald's All-Americans, and all are considered lottery picks in next summer's NBA draft, with Randle a possibility for
the overall No. I . The youngsters did nothing to lessen the hype in
their first two games, with Randle averaging 22.5 points and 15
rebounds, and the Harrison twins averaging in double figures. No
wonder the game brought out scouts from almost every NBA team
and celebrities including Nazr Mohammed and Detroit Lions defensive tackle Ndamukong Suh.
But the Spartans aren't exactly slouches, returning six of their top
seven scorers. Just as important, big-time games like this are nothing new to them, with lzzo routinely scheduling the likes of
Connecticut, Duke, North Carolina and Kansas before Jan. I .
"They're really good," Calipari said. "This is the second game out
and they go 17 assists to seven turnovers? That's unbelievable.
Again, understand we're not the greatest defensive team, but 17 and
seven? With these lights and all that's going on around them'?
They're well coached. They played well."
Appling came within two rebounds and two assists of a tripledouble, finishing with 22 points, and eight rebounds and assists.
Harris had 20 points and Adreian Payne had 15 points and four
•See CLASSIC, 9A
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No. 3 Louisville blows out Hofstra 97-69 at home
By GARY B. GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — When
Russ Smith starts off in that offensive
zone eatly,chances are it's going to be a
good night for him and Louisville.
It got even better when his Cardinal
teammates joined the fun later on.
Smith scored 21 of his game-high 30
points in the first half and No. 3
Louisville made 12 3-pointers to set the
tone for a 97-69 rout of Hofstra on
Tuesday night.
Louisville's victory in the first of
four games in the Hall of Fame Tipoff
tournament was its 18th straight dating
to last season, tying a school record.
Smith shot 12 of 22 from the field
including 5 of 12 from beyond the arc
to finish one point shy of his career
high set twice in last season's national

•

title run.
"I was able to raise up and get a pretty good look at the basket," the senior
guard said. "It was just one 'of them
games; a lot of guys on our team are
capable of having games like this."
Wayne Blackshear made three
straight 3s that helped Louisville break
the game open with a 26-2 second-half
run. Luke Hancock returned from a left
Achilles injury to hit a couple from
long range as well as the Cardinals finished 12 of 31 from deep.
Louisville (2-0) shot 35 of 68 overall (513 percent), a big improvement
from its 38-percent effort in a seasonopening win over the College of
Charleston.
Chris Jones added 20 points on 7-of13 shooting with seven assists for
Louisville, while Montrezl Harrell had
19

"It was more so just kind of putting
"To play at this pace and not have a
turnover is really a remarkable per- the foot back on the gas pedal," Smith
formance," Louisville coach Rick said of the run. "They hit three (consecutive) 3s. Every team is going to make
Pitino said of Jones.
The Cardinals forced 22 turnovers their run. We knew our run was coming,
leading to 32 points and dominated the just stick with what we were doing."
Nesmith's 24 points led Hofstra ( I paint 44-16.
which hit 14 of 25 from 3-point
2).
nervous
some
survived
Louisville
moments early in the second half as range but still ended up being routed.
"We thought we had a chance to win
Jamall Robinson made three from
beyond the arc, Dion Nesmith added the game," Nesmith said. "Coach Pitino
seven points, including a 3, and Jordan called a timeout and jumped on his
guys. They came out really ready to
Allen scored on a putback during an
8 run that brought Hofstra within 54-49 play. They jumped on us, and they kind
of got us on our heels."
with 15:35 left in the game.
Louisville's night began with the
Just as quickly after a timeout.
Louisville turned it into an 80-51 lead unveiling of a banner adding Pitino to
over the next 7-plus minutes with help the school's list of Naismith Memorial
from Blackshear, who got in on the act Hall of Famers. On Saturday, a banner
Louisville's 2012-13
from outside after missing both 3-point recognizing
was unfurled.
championship
added
NCAA
Smith
half.
first
the
in
attempts
This time, Louisville responded with
seven points during the run.

the improvement their coach sought
after Saturday's 70-48 victory over the
College of Charleston that was close
until the Cardinals closed with a 22-3
run. The Cardinals forced 21 turnovers
in that game but barely won the
rebounding battle and were outshot percentage-wise by the Cougars.
Hofstra outrebounded Louisville 3534, but the Cardinals grabbed 13 offensive rebounds and converted 17 secondchance points.
Having a couple of regulars back
helped Louisville.
Besides Hancock, Louisville welcomed back junior forward Chane
Behanan, whom Pitino reinstated on
Monday after an indefinite suspension
that lasted 26 days from when it was
announced on Oct. 17.
•See CARDS, 9A
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NFL

Francona,Hurdle top managers Protecting
the ball a
priority
for Titans
Hurdle was a runaway winner
in the $IL,selected first on 25 of
30 ballots after taking the Pirates
NEW YORK (AP) — Two to the playoffs in their first winchampionships and eight suc- ning season since 1992.
cessful seasons in Boston
"It is so rewarding for me to
brought Terry Francona exactly see what's happened,the synergy
zero first-place votes in Manager in the city." Hurdle said in
of the Year balloting.
Pittsburgh. "To be a small part of
It took him one year with the a group that's able to bring joy at
surprising Cleveland Indians to so many different levels — that's
bag the prize.
what's rewarding to me in life."
Francona and Clint Hurdle of
It was the first Manager of the
the Pittsburgh Pirates won the Year honor for Francona. even
Manager of the Year awards though — in an interesting twist
Tuesday after guiding their — he steered the Red Sox to
small-budget teams to charming World Series titles in 2004 and
turnarounds.
2007. During his initial season
In a close vote by the Baseball with the Indians. he directed
Writers' Association of America them to a 24-win improvement
panel, Francona edged old friend and their first playoff berth in six
John Farrell of the World Series years.
champion Red Sox 112 points to
They lost the AL wild-card
96 for the 'American League game to Tampa Bay,but voting is
honor.
conducted before the postseason.
"1 have a feeling he wouldn't
Francona said he called
trade what they did for this any Farrell, a longtime colleague and
day of the week," Francona said once his pitching coach in
on a conference call from Boston. on Tuesday morning
Tucson, Ariz.
because he thought it was funny
By MIKE FITZPATRICK
AP Sports Writer

they were up against each other
as finalists for the award.
If they heard such news years
ago, Francona said, "both of us
would have laughed each other
out of the room."
Hurdle also was quick with a
self-deprecating joke after he
won.
"There's guys laughing all
over the place," he said in an
interview on MLB Network.
"The players know so many
times this season we'd have a big
series, getting together just trying
to break the ice I'd tell them,
'Hey, look guys, you've got to
step it up, play big this week
because I'm going to get outmanaged. I can tell you one thing
that's going to happen: I'll get
outmanaged.So really step it up.'
And they did. They believed me
every series."
Just like Francona, the 56year-old Hurdle won Manager of
the Year for the first time. His
highest finish had been third in
2007, when he led Colorado to
the World Series.

•Classic...
From Page 8A
rebounds for the Spartans.
Kentucky
had
strolled
through its first two games, with
Randle and the other freshmen
coming up big. But there's a big
difference between those nonand
patsies
conference
Michigan State, and the
Spartans let the Wildcats know
what they were up against from
the opening tip.
Smothering 'the Wildcats
defensively and leaving them
flat-footed with their surprising
speed on offense, Michigan
State had a 10-0 lead before
Kentucky got its first bucket.
The 'Cats had seven turnovers
before the midway point of the
first half, and would finish with
17.
And it was clear that, with
four freshmen in the starting
lineup and another getting heavy
playing time, the Wildcats are
still getting used to each other,
too. At one point, Andrew

Harrison rifled a no-look pass to
Willie Cauley-Stein that CauleyStein wasn't expecting. and the
ball sailed out of bounds.
They struggled at the line.
too, going just 20 of 36.
"They're going to get a lot
better. Give them credit." Izzo
said. "But I thought we played
awfully well for a lot of that
game."
Still. the Spartans got in foul
trouble midway through the second half, and the slower pace
gave the Wildcats time to catch
their breath and regroup. It also
gave, a seething Randle an
opportunity to work out his
anger.
"What I loved about him, he
gritted his teeth, was ornery and
nasty and he wanted to put them
on his shoulders," Izzo said.
"For a freshman, that speaks
volumes. He completely did
that. You could see it and hear
him. Tough kid."
Randle scored nine points in

a 13-1 run that cut Michigan
State's lead to 60-59 with 8:05
left, including a "How'd he do
that?" off-balance jumper from
behind a sea of green jerseys. He
and Andrew Harrison each made
a pair of free throws to tie the
game at 66 with 4:48 left.
But Appling drilled a 3. and
Harris stripped Randle at the
other end. He took it in for a
layup that put the Spartans back
in front, 71-66. bringing the
Michigan State fans — including Spartan in Chief. Magic
Johnson — to their feet.
Randle wasn't done just yet.
Andrew
After
however.
Harrison's free throws Kentucky
within 76-72 with 1:33 to play.
the Wildcats pounced on an
Appling turnover and Randle
scored on a jumper. But
Dawson's tip-in sealed the win.
"I keep reiterating: They're
going to get a lot better." Izzo
said. "But I honestly believe so
will we."

•Racers...
From Page 8A
The bright spots offensively
weren't enough to veer Prohm's
attention away from the defensive miscues, however.
"I need to watch this tape and
find out the areas we need to get
better on the defensive end." he
said. "I don't think we improved
and grew tonight on the defensive end of the floor, and that's
what I'm disappointed in.
"Maybe the tape will show
me wrong, but I don't think so."
And while Prohm said
Murray State didn't improve
much defensively from last
Friday's loss at Valparaiso, the
Racers did get better in one area.
Williams was 8-for-10 from
the free throw line and Moss finished 7-of-8, pacing MSU to a
75.8 percent night at the charity
stripe.
"If we could shoot that many
free throws and go 75 percent
from the line,shoot 30 or 40 free
throws a game, that's terrific,"
Prohm said. "We are 2-0 if we
go 75 percent from the line
(against Valpo). Even 70 percent. probably."
Jermain Langley led the
Bearcats with 15 points, while
Decarlos Collier added 14.
Freshman Cam Payne led the
Racers with six assists in just his
second career start, but Prohm
kept reverting back to defense

By TERESA M. WALKER
AP Sports Writer
NASHVILLE. Tenn. (AP)
— The Tennessee Titans have a
new quarterback going into a
crucial game against the AFC
South division leader knowing
one thing they must do immediately.
Not turn the ball over.
The Titans started 3-1 when
they didn't turn the ball over
even once. They had a seasonhigh four turnovers in becoming the first team to lose to
Jacksonv.ille last weeketid, the
last a sack for a fumble
returned for a touchdown..
Holding onto the ball also
could help a run game that
looks like what coach Mike
Munchak w ants one week only
to disappear the next.
Now they have lost Jake
Locker for the rest of the season with Ryan Fitzpatrick taking over starting Thursday
against the Colts.
"Turnovers." offensive coordinator Dowell Loggains said
Tuesday. "That's the nice thing
about this. If we eliminate the
turnovers ... we'll be all right."
Munchak agreed: "We were
sloppy with the ball."
The Titans still are plus-4 in
turnover margin, but have lost
at least two turnovers in four of
their losses.
Against Jacksonville. they
lost all momentum on the first
offensive play when Chris
Johnson didn't see a defender
coming in from the outside to
poke the ball out. That was
Johnson's first fumble all season.
"We're a good team,"
Johnson said. "Just we making
•
a lot of mental mistakes."

The Racers will hit the road
following the win.
"We want to be dominating for the second-straight weekend
on the defensive end of the Friday night, traveling to
floor," he said. "We can talk Norfolk, Va. to face Old
about having eight guys. but we Dominion.
still have to play our principles.
MSU also travels to play
The biggest thing I wanted to Auburn on Saturday, Nov. 23
see in this game tonight was us and rounds out the month with a
getting better in transition road game on Nov. 30 at St.
defense, getting better rebound- Mary's.
ing the basketball, getting better
"I'm excited. We are on the
with our ball pressure and gap
every weekend," Prohm
road
help and then better on the weak
"throughout the whole
,said,
side.
of November. We have
month
"Those are the things we
road tests, and we have.
easy
no
struggled with at Valpo and it
cost us the game up there. I don't tough games every week."
Especially with eight players.
know if we did any of those
for Prohm.
first
a
tonight."
things better
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Van Haverstock

Ohio Valley Conference
Mian's Basketball
Tuesday
Murray State 97 Brescia b9
Morehead State 71 East Tennessee
State 63
Chicago State 79 Jacksonville State 75
Tennessee Tech 74 Loyola III 69
Today
Warren Wilson at Eastern Kentucky 6
pm
Olivet Nazarene at Eastern Illinois 7 p m
Saint Louis at SIU-Edwardsville 7 pm
UT-Martin at Arkansas State 705 pm
Women's Basketball
Tuesday
Akron 118 Tennessee Tech 71
George Mason 74 Morehead State 67
Austin Peay 71 Southern Illinois 69
Indiana State 65. Eastern Illinois 53
Today
Jacksonville State at Auburn 6 p m
SIU-Edwardsville at Kansas 7 p m
lasn's College Basketball
AP Top 25
How They Fared
Tuesday
1 Kentucky (2-1) lost to No 2 Michigan
State 78-74. Next. vs. Robert Moms.
Sunday
2 Michigan State (2-0) beat No 1
Kentucky 78-74 Next: vs Columbia
Friday
3 Louisville (2-0) beat Holstra 97-69
Next vs Cornell Friday
4 Duke (1-1) lost to No. 5 Kansas 94-83
Next vs Florida Atlantic Friday
5 Kansas (2-0) beat No 4 Duke 94-83
Next vs lona. Tuesday
6 Arizona (2-0) did not play Next at San
Diego State. Thursday
7. Michigan (2-0) beat South Carolina
State 93-59 Next- at Iowa State Sunday
8 Oklahoma State (2-0) beat Utah Valley
93-40 Next vs Arkansas-Pine Bluff,
Friday
9 Syracuse (2-0) beat Fordham 89-74
Next vs Colgate. Saturday
10 Ohio State (2-0) beat Ohio 79-69

Mr/
Naas Lido
inswence

Next a No 17 Marquette, Saturday
11 Florida (1-1) lost to No 20 Wisconsin
59-53 Next vs UALR. Saturday
12 North Cardona (1-0) did not play
Next vs Holy Cross. Friday
13 Memphis (0-0) did not play Next vs
Austin Peay Thursday
14 VCU (20) beat No 25 Virginia 59-56
Next vs Winthrop Saturday
15 Gonzaga (2-0) did not play Next vs
Oakland Sunday
16 Wichita State (2-0) vs William &
May Next vs Tennessee State
Saturday
17 Marquette (2-0) beat Grarnbling State
114-71 Next vs No 10 Ohio State
Saturday
18 Oregon i1-0) did not play Next vs
Western Carolina Wednesday
19 UConn (2-01 did not play Next vs
Detroit, Thursday
20 Wisconsin (2-0) beat No 11 Florida
59-53 Next at Green Bay Saturday
21 Notre Dame (2-0) did not play Next
vs Indiana State. Sunday
22 New Mexico (1-0) did not play Next
vs Charleston Southern. Sunday
23 Baylor (2-0) beat South Carolina 6664 Next vs Louisiana-Lafayette.
Sunday
24 UCLA (2-0) beat Oakland 91-57
Next vs Sacramento State. Monday
25 Virginia (1-1) lost to No 14 VCU 5956 Next vs Davidson Saturday

MI Cards...
From Page 8A
,Cardinals fans only had to
wait 3:45 to greet Hancock. the
Final Four MVP. with cheers of
"Luuuke!" as he checked in.
"It felt great. RX) percent."
Hancock said. "Felt good. Just
trying to play hard and play
defense. I felt good about them
playing mostly zone so I was
going to be able contribute and
help out. I was really trying to
help out on defense,trying to do
the little things."
Behanan came in with 12:09
remaining in the half to cheers
as well, putting the defending
champions close to full strength.
Junior guard Kevin Ware

missed his second straight game
after returning last week from
last spring's gruesome right leg
injury to play 10 minutes in an
exhibition win over Pikeville
but is expected to be out for several games.
Hancock and Behanan were
witnesses to Smith's hot perimeter shooting with help from
Jones, the junior college trans- •
fer. The backcourt duo accounted for Louisville's first 20 points
and five assists as Smith made
four of his first seven from long
range while Jones added six
points as the Cardinals led by
10.

School groups. church groups. civic organizations.
bands and music groups are invited to enter this parade.
Over $1,000 in cash prizes will be awarded to the first three
places in three separate divisions.

•

FOR COMPLETE MOW INFORMAnam CALL (563)527-8176

Parker Ford, Lincoln would like to
warmly welcome our newest

Sales Consultant,
Andrew Bright!

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can'
211 S 12th St • Murray. KV • 753-3415

• Sat.,Dec. 7th,2013
10:00 a.m.

NOVEMBER 16-17 SATURDAY:9-5 SUNDAY:9-4
JUUAN CARROLL CONVENTION CENTER
415 PARK STREET PADUCAH,KENTUCKY

HANDOU

Haverstock Insurance Agency

42nd Annual
Murray Rotary
Christmas Parade
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The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organization an
excellent way h; have some Christmasfun and maybe raise
some money at the same time. Since we are as-king you to go
above and beyond with your decorating. we are raising the
prize money. First place in each division will receive $200.
•
second place in each division will receive $150,and third place
in each division will receive $100.

Name or Entry:
Contact Person: _

Stop by the dealership or contact
Andrew at 270-227-9464 or
andrew@parkerford.com TODAY!

Address:
Phone:

'outset Number lk Entry Description;

regulars back
welorward Chane
reinstated on
nite suspension
rn when it was

fittAlt
701 Main Street• Murray, KY
753-5273• www.parkerford.com
V.

I, 9A

Rotary Club Christmas Parade,do Donna him
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171

-t•
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NARFE to meet

Datebook
Kale Dunn,
Community
editor

The Kentucky Lake Chapter #0853 of the
National Association of Retired and Active
Federal Employees will hold its regular monthly meeting Friday, Nov. 15, at II a.m. at August
Moon. This date is one week early due to the
Thanksgiving holiday. All members and any
active or recently retired federal employees are
invited to attend. There will not be a December
meeting; following the November meeting the
next will be held Jan. 24 at the same location.

Red Cross blood drives set

The American Red Cross will hold blood
drives Thursday. Nov. 14, and Friday, Nov. 15, from 9 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the Murray State University Curris Center on Chestnut
Street. For more information visit www.redcrossblood.org or call
(800) RED-CROSS.

Flushing fire hydrants rescheduled

Photo provided
ZETA DEPARTMENT:The Zeta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club met Thursday, Oct. 10, at the clubhouse. Gail
Vinson, center, was the guest speaker. Cathryn Garrott and
Barbara Erwin were the hostesses. The next meeting will be
Thursday, Nov. 14, at 2 p.m. at the clubhouse. All members
are encouraged to attend and to bring a package of tube
socks for the Veteran's Hospital.

Due to weather, the Dexter-Almo Water District has rescheduled
flushing fire hydrants for Monday. Nov. 18, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Do not wash clothes during this time. For more information call
753-9101,752-0618 or 227-3498.

Community Thanksgiving Dinner set
This year's Community Thanksgiving Dinner will be held on
Thanksgiving Day, Nov. 28, at the Murray Banquet Center,926 S.
12th St. in the Bel Air Shopping Center. A worship service will be
held at 11 a.m.,and the dinner will be from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. For
transportation to the dinner or for a delivered meal, call Amanda
Pennington at 753-3824 by Tuesday, Nov. 26. To volunteer ortnake
a donation, call the Rev. Rose Bogal-Allbritten at 293-9490.

Need Line prepares for program
Special to tke Ledger
This year, Need Line expects
6(X) families in the community
to need assistance in putting a
healthy ('hristmas meal on the

FUN &
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the else, are busy. buss this week getting ready for the City Witte Annual Open
House
Our Chnstmas Open House is Saturday
10110 am -4 )ttp m and Sunday I 00-5 00
pm
We base refreshments. darn prires. tree
gift wrapping, and he sure to register to win
a Vera Brasiley tote and matching wallet
All the new %era Bradley patterns are
here So mans cute pieces napkins. house
slipper,. Pls. make up hags. lunch totes and
more great ideas hit Christmas gifts:
Brighton has some very nice jewelry this
season Awesome bangles, earring' and
new styles 01 charm bratelets and new
shams
rry this helpful hint use a large paper
slip for a tough-to-fasten bras elet Unfold
slip into an S. hook one end through the
pump nng and hold the other end Then
bring-the clasp around to latch Paper clips
sail also serve as a rapper pull replasement
as a key nng when giving out a spare set
of keys
There are Si. many :idorahle bracelets
that we lose to wear but we don't wear
them because we s ant fasten them by ourselves I lust love this solution
We lust received a lot of fabulous jewelis lust in time for the holidays We always
have one of the largest selection, of jewel,
ry in the area
New salsa has arrived and it is so good. I
can eat it alone The sweet talapeno slises
are hack, these are also devine. as always
we have the sweet jalapeno relish You tug
san't get enough of it.
Lots nt new amsals you will want to we
Congratulations to Jan Henley who won
the giveaway this week Go to Facebook,
'Like- and "Share" us. or register in the
store to he eligible.
Next week the giveaway is a Vera
Bradley turn back WAIICI in Midnight
Blues
Please join us Saturday and Sunday for
the Open HMIS(' Everything will he 20'4
ill on those days
Stay tuned to next weeks fun and fashion
onion
VOTED MURRAY'S
FAVORITE
LADIES
CLOTHING 201S

The V6onterhine for
'
306 South 12th • Murray, KY • 753-7441
wrros.dkkoll•y.com

table. Need Line is currently
seeking sponsors and pledges
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hanberry
for the Christmas Food Boxes.
Items to be included in the
Jack and Betty (Jones) Hanberry celebrated thhas#141t wedding
food box are turkey, cake mix. anniversary Thursday. Sept. 19. 2013. Their children hosted an
frosting. canned sweet potatoes. anniversary celebration at Tom's Grille in Murray on Sunday. Sept.
instant potatoes, stuffing mix. 22.
Mr. Hanberry and the former Betty Lee Jones were married Sept.
macaroni and cheese, chicken
broth, green beans, corn, green 19. 1953, in Hopkinsville. Ky.. with the Rev. J.H. Maddox officiatpeas, candy canes, canned fruit. ing. Their attendants were Sarah Maebelle Collins, formerly
cranberry sauce, Jell-O, rolls Mabelle Hanberry Smith. and Robert E. Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Hanberry are the parents of three sons, Tommy.
and eggs.
Scotty
and Stevie; three daughters. Lisa. Michelle and Rebecca; a
To make a tax-deductible
donation or for more informa- daughter-in-law. Donna; a son-in-law.Corey; and six grandchildren,
tion about the Need Line pro- Travis. Kimberly, Allison, Erin. Brianna and Garrison.
Mrs. Hanberry is the daughter of the late Cornie Edmon Jones
grams. call 753-6333 or stop by
the office at 638 S. 4th St., and Mabel Futrell Jones, of Murray.
Mr. Hanberry is the son of the late Mr. Flavious Josepheous
Murray.
Hanberry Sr. and Bessie Williams Hanberry.

fi
Speclal to the Ledger
The Murray State University
Symphonic Band under the
direction of John E. Fannin will
present its Fall Concert

Wednesday. Nov. 13. at 7:30
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium. The
symphonic band will be joined
by a new MSU large jazz
ensemble, the Jazz Lab Big

DAVID
PERLOW
Attorney-At-Law
Gregory, Easley & Ernstberger
204 S.

Street • Nlirtra. KY 4071

(270)753-2633
• Estate PlanninglWills • Criminal Defense
• DUI• Traffic Offenses
• DirorcelCustodylDomestic Violence
• CNN SupportlAdoption
• Civil Litigation • Personal Injury
Ibis is itt altc.rftstnirlit

`t.
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As seen with the Gaither Vocal Band
Gaither Homecoming Series

unplugged
unplanned
NOVEMBER 17, 2013
at 3pm
TICKETS ON SALE NOW

Carso
n Center
1(H)
kU'lthICn'S

\

Relay For Life pecan sale set
The Murray Bank Relay For Life team is currently selling 1 lb.
bags of Azalea brand pecans at the main office. 405 S. 12th St.;
north branch, 700 N. 12th St.; and Hazel branch,

White to read at Clara Eagle Gallery
Novelist Alana White will read from her work of fiction
Thursday, Nov. 14. at 7:30 p.m. in the Clara Eagle Gallery on the
campus of Murray State University. A reception witlrlight refreshments will be held on-site immediately following the reading, and
books will be available for purchase and signing.

MAG to hold holiday sale
The Murray Art Guild will hold a holiday sale featuring work by
local artists Friday through Sunday, Nov. 15-17, at the Robert 0.
Miller Conference Center. The public is invited to attend. For more
information call 753-4059.

CCPL to offer computer class

IVJ,SLI--Sythjlo onic Band,Jazz Lab Big Band to give concert

1) %•1

k•1

Carson-My.
, rhA,
114bir roundatton

Alzheimer's
program to
be offered
Special to the Ledger
A program for family caregivers titled "Alzheimer's
Association: Creating Positive
Holiday Experiences" will be
held Thursday, Nov. 21,from 13 p.m. at the McCracken County
Public Library in Paducah.The
program will teach tips and
strategies for making the holidays enjoyable by minimizing
stress and frustration. The event
is free; donations will be accepted. To register or find out more,
call (800) 272-3900, email
infoky-in@alz.org, or visit
www.alz.org/kyin/in_my_community_education_calendarasp.

The Calloway County Public Library will offer "Computer Basics
for Beginners. Session #4: Exploring Windows 7" on Thursday,
Nov. 14, from 12:30-2:30 p.m. This session will introduce participants to the functions and programs of the Windows 7 Operating
System. Participants will learn how to navigate and understand
basic programs. To register for the free class, call 753-2288.

MSU Horticulture to sell poinsettias
Murray State University Horticulture is currently accepting preorders for poinsettias. which will be ready for pickup starting Dec.
2. To place an order, emailjreedl8@murraystate.edu.
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Reformers! Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public is invited. Childcare is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

Overeaters Anonymous to meet
Overeaters Anonymous,a I2-step recovery group for all types of
eating problems, meets each Thursday from 1:30-2:30 p.m. at
Christ Methodist Church. 1322 W. Broadway, Mayfield. For more
information call Marcia at 247-7414 or Jim at 623-8850.

Immanuel to hold holiday marketplace
Immanuel Lutheran Church will hold a Holiday Marketplace
Saturday, Nov. 16. To participate as 'a vendor or for more information. contact Ronda Cherrie at 492-8700 or email
ronda.cherrie@yahoo.com.
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ALS support group to meet
The November meeting of the Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis
(ALS)Support Group will be held Thursday. Nov. 14, at 6 p.m. at
the Center for Health and Wellness. 716 Poplar St., Murray. Dr.
Christopher King will be the guest speaker.

ID Li

VFW Post 6291 to meet Thursday
VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday. Nov. 14.
at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121 N. For
more information call Flenoy Barrow at 978-1052.

Ladies Auxiliary VFW to meet
Ladies VFW Post 6291 will hold its monthly meeting Thursday.
Nov. 14, at 7 p.m. at the National Guard Armory on U.S. Hwy. 121
N. An informal meeting with the VFW Post 6291 will be at 6:30
p.m. For more information call Loretta Barrow at 489-2436.

Kentucky Lake Flotilla to meet

GI AI

The U. S. Coast Guard Auxiliary's Kentucky Lake Flotilla will
meet Thursday, Nov. 14. at 7 p.m. at Glendale Road Church of
Christ, Murray. Meetings are open to the public and interested
boaters are invited to attend. For more information call Sylvia
Canon at 753-4934.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at I p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For information call 753-4803.
Ei=

Vs SO
OFF
Wreaths. Licht Up Canvases. Christmas Decor6Trees
Metal:Snowmen.Santos, Trees, S ft. Giraffe, Butterflies,
Baskets. Planters, Candles & Furinturef
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CALL 270-450-4444 'Ant
www.thk..carsonccilter.orirr,

Band, making its debut under
the direction of Dr. Todd E. Hill.
The concert is free,and the public is invited to attend.
The 80-member symphonic
band will present a mixture of
classic and new band works,
including
Ralph
Vaughan
Williams' "Flourish for Wind
Band," "On an American
Spiritual" by David Holsinger.
"Sure on this Shining Night" by.
Samuel Barber, "Brick Street
Encounter"
Richard
by
Sauced°. "Regenesis (Song of
the Planet)" by John Higgins,
and "Dedicatory Fanfare" by
Bill Cherry.
In its first public concert, the
Jazz Lab Big Band, made up of
22 students and featuring a mix
of traditional jazz instruments
but including flutes, clarinets,
horns and euphoniums. will perform jazz standards and classics
including "Watermelon Man"
and "Cantaloupe Island" by
Herbie Hancock, "Blues Walk"
by Clifford Brown, "The
Shadow of Your Smile" by
Johnny Mandel and "Opus de
Funk" by Horace Silver.
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The years ago
Preparedness and Emergency
Bob Blalock and Hankie Rogers Response" at the October meeting
were pictured installing a set of of the Theta Department of the
Pella windows at the Angels Murray Woman's Club
Community Clinic in Murray this
Members of the Calloway
morning.
County Middle School Band
Calloway County High School selected for All-District were
senior Kent Wiley -Cooper was Jennifer
Stacey
Burkeen,
pictured chatting with United Schroader. Daisy Watkins, Brooke
States Marine Corps Sgt. Lamont Houston. Sara Houston. Audry
Howell during yesterday's Career Worster. Brandon Sharp. Deanna
Awareness Program event at Futrell, Art
Cripps, Brad
CCHS.
Galloway.Cory Cummings, Barry
Hostesses at a recent meeting of Cooper. Roy Slayden. Kenny
the Murray. Woman's Club Theta Ernstberger and Tommy Starks.
Department were Evelyn D.
Thirty years ago
Jones. Pat McMullin and Martha
Births reported included a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Hoskins.
Enix.
Births reported included a boy to Oct. 27; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jed
Mr. and Mrs. John Wesley Matthew Weiher. Oct. 31: a boy to
Bedwell, Oct. 30; and a boy to Mr and Mrs. Danny Stone. Oct.
Wayne and Casandra Linn 31. and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Wolkowicz, Nov. 4.
Donald Han. Nov. 3.
Rashad Troup,football player at
Forty years ago
Murray High School. broke the
Robert Williams, anesthetist at •
County
1.000-yard barrier last week Murray -Calloway
against Crittenden County.
Hospital. and Bill Strong. pastor
Dr. Sonya G. Baker. assistant of the Seventh-Day Adventist
professor of voice at Murray State Church, were to conduct a local
University. was to make her five-day non-smoking plan.
Fifty years ago
Carnegie Hall debut Wednesday.
William H. "Billy- Smith. of
Nov. 19. with conductor Michael
Murray. had been appointed to the
Tilson Thomas.
Farm Bureau
Charlsie Young, of Murray. was American
People's
Young
the featured soloist with the Federation
Dance Committee. He was to represent
Purchase
Jackson
13 Southern states.
Company's Fall Dancefest.
Mrs Goldia Curd and Mrs. Cleo
Twenty years ago
Calloway County school board Gillis Hester had returned home
treasurer Cynthia Jones was pic- after a seven weeks' tour of
tured conducting the swearing-in Europe.
Dr. Charles W. Waldrop Jr.. son
ceremony for new board members
Robbie Ann Hale and John Warren of Mr. and Mrs. C. Wesley
Waldrop. of Murray. had received
Nix.
"The Missing Links friim the the Distinguished Citizen Award
Front Porch Swing.- a barbershop in Lancaster. Texas. for outstandquartet. entertained at the October ing service and accomplishments.
Sixty years ago
meeting of the Murray Woman's
James Outland, president of the
Club Music Department. Pictured
were Pat Sanders. Martha Crafton. Murray Training School Chapter
Ruth Eversmeyer and Joanne of Future Farmers of America, had
been named as president of the
Cavitt.
Bennie Cooper. a faculty mem- District Federation of the FFA at
ber of the occupational safety and the meeting held at Murray State
health department of Murray State College.
University, spoke about "Disaster

COMICS/ FEATURES
Expressing your gratitude
never goes out of style
DEAR ABBY: With the holi- left hanging, wondering if their
days approaching. a reminder is gift was ever received The probin order People • Don't forget those lem may be that many parents
thank you notes! I don't mean an no longer insist their children
practice this courtesy. so the kids
email, but a REAL, honest-togosh thank-you note sent through never learn how to do it.
Chief among the reasons that
the mail with postage
My mother always told me thank-you notes aren't sent is that
many people don't know what to
that a gift is not truly yours until
proper say. They thiok the note has to
a
thank-you has be a long, flowery composition
been sent. She when, in fact, short and to the
point is more effective
said it "corn
Keeping a notepad handy when
the
pleted
I opening gifts and immediately taktransfer."
not ing a moment to jot down the
was
to first thought that comes to mind
allowed
play with the is helpful (Example: Do you like
item or use it the color? The style? Is it someuntil that note thing you had been looking for
and couldn't find? Is it a special
was written.
is homemade treat'? Mmmm.)WRITE
This
IT DOWN.
especially
By Abigail
While letter-writing or even
true for young
Van Buren
people today. emailing may seem like a chore,
who seemingly were not taught there are times when a handwritthis in school or by their parents. ten note is the most appropriate
Very young children can draw a means of communicating one's
picture. and the parent can add a thoughts. My booklet contains samline to say it was drawn to express ple letters for almost any occathanks. As the child matures, he/she sion. It can be ordered by sendcan use his/her own words of ing your name and mailing address,
plus check or money order for
gratitude.
I can't tell you how many par- $7 ((1.S. funds). to Dear Abby ents comment on the absence of - Letters Booklet. P.O. Box 447.
Mount Morris. IL 61054-0447.
this display. of etiquette. Good manners are never out of date. They Shipping and handling are includare noticed and appreciated. From ed in the price. Inside you will
time to time I have seen you' find many samples that can be.
used as patterns from which to
mention your booklet on "How
to Write Letters." If it includes a write your own.
For anyone who has ever wonsection on thank-you notes. I'm sure
it would be helpful to a lot of dered where to begin when writing a note of thanks, offering
people in the next two months.
warm congratulations. condo- ELINOR IN SURPRISE. ARIZ
DEAR ELINOR: The book- lences. composing a love letter
let does. Not a day goes by that or the opposite -- announcing a
I don't receive letters and emails broken engagement or a decision
from readers who are upset enough to divorce -- "How to Write Letto write because they haven't ters" is a handy guide for peoreceived a thank you note for a ple who put off writing because
birthday, graduation. wedding or they don't know what to say.
holiday gift they sent. Some of
Write Dear Abby at www.Dearthe writers say they are so hurt
and offended that they will stop Abby.com or P.O. Box 69440.
giving gifts because they were. Los Angeles. CA 90069.

Dear Abby

lplace
Marketplace
ore informaor email

ral Sclerosis
at 6 p.m. at
Murray. Dr.

Yet another use for duct
tape: Treating warts
DEAR DOCTOR K: What is
the best way to get rid of warts"
DEAR READER: Getting rid
of warts can be a challenge For
tunately. the more effective treatments are the
simplest.
Warts
when
occur
cells
skin
faster
grow
than normal
because they
a re infected
the
with
human papil
lomavirus
(1-1PV) (I've
By
put an illustraDr. Anthony
tion of wart
Kom aroff
anatomy on
my website. AskDoctorK.com .)
Warts aren't highly contagious.
but they can spread from person
to person by direct contact, mainly through breaks in the skin.
Warts on one part of the body
can also spread to other areas.
Warts are generally harmless
and often disappear on their own
over time. As I write this column. I'm watching a wart on my
foot get smaller with no treatment and hoping it will just disappear. So "watchful waiting" is
definitely an option for new warts.
On the other hand, some warts
disappear only to later reappear.
Even when warts disappear cony,
pletely, there still is some virus
left in the skin cells. Treating a
wart can help lower the risk of
recurrence.
If you'd prefer not to wait it
out,there are two treatment options
you can try yourself:
-- Salicylic acid,the main ingredient in aspirin, is a good first
choice. It costs little, has minimal side effects and comes in
various over-the-counter preparations, including liquids, gels and
patches. Soak the wart for 10 to
15 minutes. file away the dead
warty skin with an emery board
or pumice stone, and apply the
salicylic acid. Do this once or

Dr. Korvsaroff

twice a day for 12 weeks.
- Duct tape This low-risk.
low-tech approach may sound suspect. but it's worth a try Wear a
patch of duct tape over your wan
for six days Remove the patch,
soak and file the wart, and leave
it uncovered overnight Reapply the
tape in the morning and leave it
in place for another six days
Repeat for two months or until
the wart disappears Use silver
duct tape. which is stickier and
has a particular kind of adhesive.
(I'm repeating the advice that my
skin specialist colleagues give
patients. Personally. I wouldn't
have the patience for this.)
.There are various treatments
that doctors can give you in the
office.
-- With freezing (cryotherapy ).
a clinician swabs or sprays liquid nitrogen onto the wart. The
extreme cold bums the skin, causing pain, redness and usually a
blister. Getting rid of the wart
can take three Of four treatments.
although it's sometimes successful with just one.
-- Various other solutions that
"kill" warts can be applied by the
doctor. They all have strange
names: imiquimod, cantharidin.
tretinoin. 5-fluomuracil. Don't try
to pronounce them -- that's one
of the things you pay your doctor to do.
Warts that don't respond to
standard therapies may need treatment with prescription drugs or
with a "zapping and cutting" procedure done under local anesthesia.
Warts are an annoyance. I've
had a dermatologist freeze several I've gotten over the years. The
one I'm watching now started to
shrink pretty quickly on its own.
Maybe it knew what was coming.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions.
go to AskDoctorK.com. or write:
Ask Doctor K. 10 Shattuck St..
Second Floor,Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Holoiso
By the Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Nov. 13.
the 317th day of 2013. There are
48 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Nov. 13, 1982, the Vietnam Veterans Memorial. designed
by Maya Lin. was dedicated on
the National Mall in Washington,
D.C.
On this date:
z In 1789, Benjamin Franklin
wrote in a letter to a friend, JeanBaptiste Leroy: in this world
nothing can be said to be certain, except death and taxes."

In 1849, voters in California ering the minimum draft age from
21 to 18.
ratified the state's original consti
In I 956,the 11.S. Supreme Court
tution.
In 1909. 259 men and boys struck down laws calling for racial
were killed when fire erupted inside segregation on public city and
state buses.
a coal mine in Cherry. III.
In 1974, Karen Silkwood,
In 1927. the Holland Tunnel
opened to the public, providing technician and union activist .at
access between lower Manhattan the Kerr-McGee Cimarron plutoand New Jersey beneath the Hud- nium plant near Crescent. Okla..
died in a car crash while on her
son River
In 1937, the NBC Symphony way to meet a reporter. •
In 1985, some 23.0(K) residents
Orchestra, formed exclusively for
radio broadcasting, made its debut. of Armero. Colombia. died when
In 1942, President Franklin D. a volcanic mudslide buried the
Roosevelt signed a measure low- city.
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HOLIDAY
MEALS
START
EARLY
Dear
Heloise:
in
starting
early. fall. I
begin buying
a few extra
each
items
time I GROCERY-SHOP. I buy an extra bag
of sugar or flour. I catch canned
pie filling on sale, sweetened condensed milk, evaporated milk.
boxed gelatin and spices such as
sage or pumpkin-pie spice.
• I buy anything that will keep
until Thanksgiving or Christmas
that I normally use to prepare
'holiday meals. By doing this gradually. my holiday grocery bill doesn't hit me all at one time. —
Evelyn T., Abilene, Texas
You are one smart cookie! Or
should I say "cook.- This is the
good way to not bust the budget.' — Heloise
TACO SEASONING
Dear Heloise: You once shared
a recipe for taco seasoning. I
loved that recipe, but somehow
lost it. Could you please reprint
it? — KS. in Nebraska
Sure I ran! One no, bonus

by
Heloise

IN MIN IN VERY cheap to make,
so why not mir up a big batch
and save a bundle of money?
A// you need is:
2 teaspoons chili powder
Salt, pepper and onion powder to taste (starting with just a
crinkle)
A dash of crushed, dried
oregano
Mix together all the ingredients and start using this seasoning on all your favorite foods. I
like it best with my Helens, Taco
taco
with
made
Casserole
shells/corn chips.salsa and ground
turkey or shredded chicken cooked
in the seasoning for flavor.
Use nonstick spray or grease
a casserole dish (you pick the
size depending on ingredients you
have). Put some salsa on the bottom, then a layer of broken-up
taco shells/chips. followed by the
cooked,flavored meat. Next. layer
with yourfavorite toppings: beans,
cheese, onions, etc.
Bake until heated through and
cover with sour cream, olives,
lettuce, tomatoes. etc.. before serving. For this recipe and more,
order my pamphlet Heloise's AllTime Favorite Recipes by sending $5 and a long, self-addressed.
stamped (66 cents) envelope to:
He/nice/Recipes. P.O. Bor. 795001.

San Antonio, TX 78279-500I.
When inking your own seasonings, make- sure to store in an
airtight, sealed 'container (away
from heat and light). to maintain
freshness. Save your old spice
jars. wash and dry well. and use
them. Just add a label. — Heloise
BAG BOWL
Dear Heloise: Many people
who have watched me do this
think it's a great hint. When eating chips directly out of the bag
(like potato, tortilla, pita. etc.). I
open the bag and roll the top
under the bottom to form a "bowl"
out of the bag. As I eat the chips.
I continue to roll the bag under
from the bottom. — Matt G., via
email
SERVING DISHES
Dear Heloise: We love our
dishes for individual ears of corn
on the cob. but I've found them
useful in many other ways. They
are perfect to use as a serving
dish for asparagus, hot dogs. brats
or even broccoli spears. At parties, they can be used to serve
pretzel rods, licorice strips or
Tina C.. via
candy sticks.
email
(c)2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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MSU to celebrate International Education Week

Andrew Stokes

Murray State presents 2013
Outstanding Young
Agriculture Alumnus award
Special to the Ledger
Murray State University presented the 2013 Outstanding Young
Agriculture Alumnus award to Andrew Stokes during Homecoming
Weekend 2013.
To be eligible for the award, recipients must have graduated from
an MSU agriculture program at least 10 years prior to being chosen.
Selection criteria also considered include an individual's contribution to the university, agriculture in general and at Murray State, and
the university's agricultural alumni association.
Stokes graduated from Murray State University in 2003 with a
B.S. in agriculture. While a student at the university, he served as an
agriculture ambassador, student ambassador, school of agriculture
student worker and was an agriculture fall orientation leader.
Additionally, he was the Agriculture Leadership Council chair,
Collegiate Future Farmers of America treasurer, Alpha Zeta scribe,
Alpha Lambda Delta Honor Society president and Hester College
Honor Society recorder. Stokes was a also member of the
Agribusiness Club, Gamma Beta Phi Honor Society. Collegiate
KAPS and College Democrats while a student at MSU. Stokes was
named the 2003 Outstanding Alpha Zeta Member, Outstanding
Senior in Agricultural Education and Overall Outstanding Senior
Man in Agriculture.
After graduation. Stokes worked with Cullivan Surveying,
Professional Land Services. and Melton Surveying and
Engineering. He is now a Tennessee registered land surveyor and
owner of Stokes Surveying LLC, and the pastor of Clarksburg
Missionary Baptist Church.
Active in both professional organizations and his community.
Stokes is a member of the National Society of Professional
Surveyors. Surveyor's Historical Society, Tennessee Association of
Professional Surveyors. Habitat for Humanity and the South Carroll
Special School District school board.

Special to the ledger
The Institute for International
Studies at Murray State
University
will
celebrate
International Education Week
(IEW) Nov. 18-22. The theme
will be "Take Your Place in the
World." The purpose of the celebration is to help inform students, faculty and staff members, and Murray's community
about the vast diversity and culture on campus, and to motivate
students to study abroad and
cultivate their own experiences.
The U.S. Department of
State's Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs works to
build friendly, peaceful relations
between the people of the
United States and those of other
countries through academic,
cultural, sports and professional
exchanges. IEW, an initiative of
U.S. Department of Education
and the Department of State, is
an example of this mission to
increase mutual understanding
between cultures.
"Health Care Experiences:
International Perceptions," a
forum addressing the health care

experiences of students and faculty from abroad and from the
United States, will be held
Monday, Nov. 18, from 4:305:30 p.m. in the Curris Center
Barkley Room. Panelists will
include Reika Ebert and Si
Chen; audience participation is
welcome.
"I No Longer Wish to See the
World" is a presentation geared
to help students who want to
study abroad understand the difference between seeing their
surroundings and experiencing
them. The presentation will be
given through the eyes of someone who actually overcame
intense cultural shock. The
event will be held Tuesday. Nov.
19, from 11-11:30 a.m. in the
Curris Center
Mississippi
Room.
"Milton Hershey's Cuba," a
documentary about Milton
Hershey and how he grew his
immense empire in the Cuban
heartland, will be held in the
Curris Center Theatre from 44:45 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 19. The
documentary includes on-site
footage, still photographs,

archival film and never-beforeseen interviews that lead to an
understanding of how Hershey
built his empire.
An international student
showcase of more than 40 countries will be held Wednesday,
Nov. 20,from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
the Curris Center Ballroom. The
bazaar will give participants an
opportunity to experience cullure through food, an, language,
music, dress, dance and more.
Justin Taylor, '03 agriculture
business graduate, and Jeffrey
Steaman,'88 accounting graduate, will be the featured speakers
in this year's Global Alumni
Distinguished Lecture lecture
series, to be held Wednesday.
Nov. 20, at 7 p.m. in the Curris
Center Theatre at 7 p.m.
Planeta Azul, a Brazilian
music group, and the Passistas
Samba dance group will perform Thursday. Nov. 21, at 6
p.m. in the Curris Center
Theatre. Planeta Azul is a group
of uniquely gifted artists who
perform original works and
interpret Brazilian classics,
bringing a consistent, full and

powerful sound. The Passistas
Samba dance group is one of
Chicago's
premier
dance
groups. More information about
the performers is available at
www.planetaazulchicago.comi.
A new event this year is an
International Food Competition.
MS U's residential colleges will
compete to become the 2013
international Food Champions.
Cuisines featured include Hester
College, Mexico; Richmond
College, Haiti;
SpringerCollege, Belize;
Franklin
Regents College, Korea; and
Clark College, Bangladesh.
Entries will be judged on taste,
originality, authenticity and
presentation. The evnt will be
held at each residential college
on Thursday, Nov. 21.
For a full schedule of events
during
Murray
State's
International Education Week,
visit
murraystate.edu/iew.
Events are free and open to the
public unless stated otherwise.
For more information about
IEW
at
MSU,
email
msu.studyabroadmurray state.edu.

Daniel speaks at Delta Grassroots Caucus Conference
Special to the Ledger
Loretta Daniel, director of the
Regional
Business
and
Innovation Center IRBIC) at
Murray State University, was an
invited speaker at the Delta
Grassroots Caucus Conference
in Memphis,Tenn., Oct 17-18.
The conference on "Jobs.
Nutrition and the Farm Bill, &
Health Care- drew about 150
people from the Delta Region
states of Kentucky. Illinois,
Missouri, Tennessee, Arkansas,
Mississippi, Alabama and
Louisiana.
Daniel was part of a panel on
regional community and economic development. Other
members of the panel were from
Alabama, Arkansas, Tennessee
and Louisiana.
A 13-year veteran at Murray
State. Daniel is former owner of
several successful small businesses. She also has worked in

Incubator Manager certification
and is a graduate of the Venture
Capital Institute in Atlanta.
She is a member of the
National Business Incubation
Association, the State Science
and Technology Institute, and
the Kentucky Association for
Economic Development.
One of the primary programs
she helped launch at Murray
State is the West Kentucky
AgBioworks Initiative, which is
working to develop a bio-based
economy in West Kentucky.
This initiative is led by the

Loretta Daniel
the banking industry.
She earned bachelor's and
master's degrees in business
administration from Murray
State University. Daniel completed her National Business

Hutson School of Agriculture,
and joined by two other collegiate partners, the Bauemfeind
College of Business and the
Jones College of Science.
Engineering and Technology.
The partners work through
Daniel and the Regional
Business and Innovation Center.
For more information on the
Delta Grassroots Caucus or the
Regional
Business
and
Innovation Center, contact
Daniel
at
809-6071
Or
Idaniel@murraystate.edu.
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HCMC
EARNS
PRISM
AWARD: Pictured are Leah Rogers, Marketing
Representative/Physician Liaison; Tory Daughrity, Director of Marketing & Public Relations;
Angie Dotson, RN BSN, Community Educator; and Tim Stark, Marketing and Special Projects
Coordinator with awards from Tennessee Society for Healthcare Marketing and Public
Relations annual Prism awards competition. HCMC received one Prism Award and four
Citations at the Annual Dinner held at the TSHMPR and THA Conference in October. The
Prism was received for HCMC's external publication. Health in Focus.

MCCH,Consortium form partnership
for community-wide needs assessment
Special to The Ledger
Murtay-Calloway
County
Hospital, the Calloway County
Public Health Department and
the Murray-Calloway Wellness
Consortium have partnered to
initiate a community-wide
health needs assessment to identify and address unmet healthcare needs. As part of this
assessment, the partners have
developed an anonymous community-wide survey and are
encouraging residents to complete it by Nov. 22
The survey asks about a range
of health issues including: nutri-

tion and exercise habits, general
health and insurance information, and it ask residents to identify the most pressing health
issues facing Calloway County
families. The survey is available
at
the
following
link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com
/s/callowayhealthsurvey, or it
may be made available in print
form by contacting the following representatives:
• Linda Cavitt. Calloway
County Health Department,
2 7 0 - 7 5 3 - 3 3 8 1 LindaR.Cavitt@ky.gov.
• Melony Bray, Murray-

Photo provide

NAMI WALK PARTICIPANTS: Members of the Murray chapter of NAMI (National Alliance
on Mental Illness) participated in the Paducah NAMI Walk Saturday, October 5, 2013. Pictured,
from left, are Charleigh Waddell, Susan Phillips, Brenda Benson, Jim Benson, Ronda Grafford
and Jeff Wylie.

Baptist Health Paducah named Top Performer

Calloway County Hospital, 270762-1381; mbray@murrayhos- Special to The Ledger
Baptist Health Paducah has been recognized in the top
pital.org.
third of all Joint Commission-accredited hospitals as a
• Keena Miller, Center for
Top Performer on Key Quality Measures® for heart
Health & Wellness, 270-762attack, heart failure, pneumonia and surgical care.
1830, kmiller@murrayhospiBaptist Health Paducah is one of 1099 hospitals in the
tal.org.
US.—33 percent of all Joint Commission accredited hos• Aaron Dail, Calloway
pitals — earning this distinction for attaining and sustainCounty Chamber of Commerce,
ing excellence in accountability measure peiformance.
270-753-5171, aaron@mymur"Baptist Health and all the Top Performer hospitals
ray.com.
have demonstrated an exceptional commitment to qualiIn addition to developing the
ty improvement, and they should be proud of their
survey, the partners will continachievement," said Mark R. Chassin, MD,president and
ue to host community forums
chief executive officer of The Joint Commission, the
asking for direct feedback from
leading accreditor of health care organizations in the
others involved in the care of
country.
Calloway County residents.
Baptist Health Paducah Resident Bill Brown said pro-

MCCH opens Surgery Department
for public viewing Saturday morning
Special to The Ledger
In recognition of Perioperative
Nurses Week, Murray-Calloway
County Hospital will host an
open house from 8:30 - 10:30
a.m. Saturday to allow the public an opportunity to tour the
Surgery Department.
This tour will be an inside look
at the Operating Room, equipment and the recovery room- all
areas where the general public
typically are not permitted to
visit during regular tours. The
open house will give the community time to visit with surgical practices and staff and learn
more about the surgeries offered
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
"We encourage everyone to
visit the center," says Jerry
Penner, MCCH CEO. "Our surgery department hosts exceptional surgeons who have been
first in the state and this region
to offer many minimally inva-

8:30 am - 10:30 am
MCCH Outpatient Surgery Waiting Area
2 Floor - South Tower
(located off the Vine Street entrance)

MCCH SURGERY DEPARTMENT

EYEHU
MCCH LEADS THE WAY BY OFFERING SINGLE INCISION AND MINIMALLY INVASIVE SURGERIES!!

TOUR OUR AWARD WINNING
SURGICAL DEPARTMENT!
Interactive demonstrations featuring surgical
instruments & the HANA.orthopedic table
Learn more about our future
Hybrid Operating Room
WITH REPRESENTXIION FROM THE FOLLOWING OFFiCEEi:

St.

For nearly three generations.
Murray Woman's Clinic has
protected the health and
wellness of the women of
western Kentucky and
northwest Tennessee.
"When experience counts,
count on our lifetimes of experience"

urra.

"We understand that what matters most is safe, quality
care delivered in a compassionate way for the people we
are privileged to serve," Brown said. —That's why Baptist
Health Paducah has made a commitment to meeting the
highest standards of The Joint Commission."
Baptist Health Paducah is a regional medical and referral center,serving about 2001)00 patients a year from four
states. With more than 1,700 employees and 260 physicians, it offers a full range of services, including cardiac
and cancer care, diagnostic imaging, women's and children's services, surgery,emergency treatment, rehabilitation aid more. It has the region's first heart center and
acaedited chest pain center, as well as the only certified
stroke center and Neonatal Intensive Care Unit.

Saturday, November 16th

sive and single incision surger-

ies. We are also very proud of
their 99% quality score which
insures the creditability of our
talented surgeons."
Guests may enter through the
South Tower main entrance
located on Vine Street. The
House and Health
Open
Screening Event will take place
on the second floor.
Since the new Surgery
Department opened in 2010, an
estimated 19,609 procedures
have been performed. MCCH
has nine Operating Rooms, 23
Outpatient Surgery Rooms, 12
Post Anesthesia Recover Room
beds and recently completed an
addition of two pre-admission
testing rooms also located on the
2nd floor. The waiting room
offers free Wi-Fi and monitors
so friends and family can privately track a patient's progress
while in surgery.

viding outstanding care is the primary mission of the hos-

Bariatic &Arbors
Charene, Morgan,& Compton Orthopaedics
Murray ENT
Murray RAerfical Associates
Murray Ophthalmology
Murray Woman's Clinic
Oral & Madlotacial Surgery
Orthopaedic Associates of Murray
Prtnary Care Medal!Carter
Weet Kentucky Suigical
West Kentucky \Pik:fund Cae
AND MORE!

ADULT WELLNESS
CREENINGS INCLUDES:
AlC - Diabetes Saeening
Pickrderiby ittilness ittirks
Poodctav - no bilk? Wied)

Blood Sugar & Lids
ArNided by 144Whess Works
(taxxicfroviequies12hoixfadig-mytodorche)

Blood Pressure Checks
Prtmded by Prinary Care & kflunay Medical

Body Mass Index & Waist Circumference
Ativicbd by Barlett Sations

Breast Darn
Aovidad by Matey Ittiomen anic

Refreshments
Giveaways
and more!
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Board Certified OB/GYN Physicians
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40% Discount 3rd Run.
(Al! 3 Ails Must Run Within b Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $30 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $12 per word per day.
35 extra for Smart Saver(Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver)
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Natasha Hutson
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave. — Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax: 753-1927
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BRANCH BANKING AND TRUST COMPANY,

PLAINTIFF,

VS_
DEFENDANTS

Being the same property conveyed to Timothy M. Sales and Gina M. Sales, husband and wife, from Kyle Addison and spouse, Amber R. Addison, by deed dated
August 24, 2007 and recorded on August 30, 2007 and recorded in Deed Book 711,
page 667 in office of the Clerk of Calloway County.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of 30 days, but
if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with the
commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be paid
in full within thirty (30b days, with sufficient surety bcnd, bearing interest at 12%
per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fitlly die and payable in thirty
(30) days_ A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security. All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 29th day of October, 2013.
Respectfully submitted
MAX W PARKER
Master Commission
Calloway Circuit Court

PUBLIC NOTICE
County Emergency Planning Committee

A meeting of the Local Emergency Planning Committee will be held lliesday.
November 12, 2013 at 1:30pm at the Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station One,
101 East Sycamore Street, Murray.
Pursuant to Section 324,lltle III of the Federal Superfund Amendments and
Reauthorization Act(SARA)of 1986(PL 99-499), the following information is
provided in compliance with the Community Right-to-Know requirements of the
SARA Law, and the open meetings and open records provisions of Kentucky
Revised

LAKE CHEM COMMUNITY FEDERAL CREDIT UNION,

Statutes.

Members of the public may contact the Calloway County Emergency Planning
Committee by writing William Call, Chairman, Calloway County Emergency
Planning Committee, 1515 Coles Campground Road, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
or by calling (270) 293-0068 or e-mail CallowayEMatmurray-kynet.
The Calloway County Emergency Planning Committee conducts meetings at the
Calloway County Fire-Rescue Station One, 101 East Sycamore Street, Murray,
or at other locations, in accordance with the Kentucky Open Meetings Law.
Members of the Public may request to be notified of regular or special meetings
as provided in KRS 61.820 and KRS 61.825. Record' of the Planning Committee,
including the county emergency operations plan, material safety data sheets,
and inventory forms, or any follow-up emergency notices as may subsequently be
issued, are open for inspection, and members of the public who wish to review
these records may do so by appointment with William Call, address above, as
required by the Kentucky Open Records Law. The local 24-hour telephone number for purposes of emergency notification, as required by SARA, is
(270) 753-1621, at the Murray Police Department.

Daytime I

RUDY'S IS NOW
DOING DELIVERY!!!

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00279

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on July 22, 2013, in the above cause, to aatisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff in
the approximate amount of $108,798.93, plus interest, fees, costs, etc_, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, November
14, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following
described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being
809 Ncrth 20th Street, Murray, KY 42071,and being mare particularly descnbed as follows:
Tract 1: legal description of a tract of land situation in the City of Murray, County
of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being parts of Lots 4 and 5 of the Thoroughbred
Terrace Subdivision as shown by plat of record in Plat Book 2, Page 50, Slide 50
and further identified by a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Hoyt Roberta Estate of
record in Plat Book 19, Page 41, Slide 1753 and being further described as follows:
BEGINNING at a ?" diameter rebar found, 7.38 feet South of the Southwest corner of Lot 5 and North 0 degrees 32 minutes 18 seconds West 392.06 feet from a
concrete monument found, marking the Southwest corner of said Thoroughbred
Terrace Subdivision, the Southwest corner of the tract described herein; thence,
with the East line of Lot 3-C of Roberts Minor Plat, North 0 degree 12 minutes 59
seconds West, passing through an iron pin found at 7.38 feet (the original corner
between Lots 4 and 5 of said Thoroughbred Terrace) for a distance of 81.79 feet to
a ?" diameter rebar set, the Northeast corner of Lot 3-C; thence West line of Lot 5,
North 0 degrees 28 minutes 58 seconds West 17.54 feet to a ?" diameter rebar
found, 8'2" South of the Northwest corner of Lot 5; thence , along an agreed line
(Deed Book 157, Card 2434) and severing Lot 5, North 89 degrees 48 minutes 50
seconds East 138.59 feet to a ?" diameter rebar found 2.00 feet South of the
Northeast corner of Lot 5 in the West line of North 20th Street; thence 25 feet
from and parallel to the centerline of North 20th Street, South 1 degree 10 nnnutes 04 seconds East 97.96 feet to a ?" diameter rebar found, the Northeast corner
of Lot 4; thence with the original line of Lot 4, North 87 degrees 39 minutes 13
seconds West 71.47 feet to a ?" diameter rebar found; thence leaving said North
line of Lot 4 and severing Lot 4, South 86 degrees 01 minutes 37 seconds West
68.88 feet to the point of beginning. This tract contains 0.3093 acres.
Tract 2: Legal description of. tract of land situated near the City of Murray,
County of Calloway, State of Kentucky, being Lot 3-C on a Minor Subdivision Plat
of the Hoyt Roberts Estate of record in Plat Book 19, Page 41, Slide 1753, which is
a replat of Lot 3 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of Hoyt Roberts property of record in
Plat Book 8, Page 10, Slide 610 and being further described as follows: Beginning
at a ?" diameter rebar set, located North 0 degrees 32 minutes 18 seconds West
392.06 feet from a concrete monument found in the North line of College Farm
Road, marking the Southwest corner of Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision (Plat
Book 2, Page 50), said rebar being the Northwest corner of the Paul Maggard
property and the Southeast corner of the tract described herein; thence with the
North line of Lot 3-B, North 87 degrees 53 minutes 13 seconds West 127.47 feet to
a ?" diameter rebar set in the East line of Lot 2 of the original Roberts Minor Plat,
the Southwest corner of Lot 3-C; thence with East line of said Lot 2, North 0
degree 13 minutes 33 seconds West 81.79 feet to a ?" diameter rebar set in the
South line of Cavitt property, the Northwest corner of Lot 3-C; thence with the
South line of Cavitt property, South 87 degrees 53 minutes 13 seconds East 127.49
feet to a ?" diameter rebar set, corner to Cavitt in the West line of Lot 5 of
Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision; thence with the West line of Lot 5 and a small
portion of Lot 4 of said Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision, South 0 degrees 12
minutes 59 seconds East 81.79 feet to the point of beginning. This tract contains 023g2 acres
Grantees are granted a perpetual easement for driveway purposes across the following described property and Grantees shall share equally the responsibilities
of maintenance of said driveway with the owners of Lots 3A and 3B.
Beginning at a concrete monument found in the North line of College Farm Road,
marking the Southwest corner of said Thoroughbred Terrace Subdivision and the
Southeast corner of Lot 3-A; thence, 30 feet from and parallel to the centerline of
College Farm Road, North 87 degrees 39 minutes 02 seconds West 29.64 feet to a
rebar found; thence North 0 degrees 17 minutes 36 seconds West 391.86 feet to
the South line of Lot 3-C; thence with the South line of Lot 3-C, South 87 degrees
5.3 minutes 13 seconds East 27_96 feet to the Southeast corner of Lot 3-C; thence
with the East line of Lots 3-B and 3-A, South 0 degrees 32 minutes 18 seconds
East 392.06 feet to the point of beginning. This easement contains 0.2589 acres,
crossing Lots 3-A and 3-B.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, gas, and other minerals underlying the land
which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor c(the estate of said coal, oil, gas, and other minerals, if any
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 13-CI-00198

VS.

010

010

010

010

State_ .

MONDAY - FRIDAY
10:00AM - 2:00

PLAINTIFF

NOTICE OF SALE

MIKEL W. DIAL, PAMELA DIAL,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, KENTUCKY,
AND CHARTER GROUP, LLC,

WE WILL DELIVER ANYWHERE
DEFENDANTS

WITHIN THE CITY LIMITS

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on October 21, 2013, in the above cause, to satisfy the Judgment of the Plaintiff
in the approximate amount of $147,184.09, plus interest, etc.. I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway County,
Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Thursday, November 14,
2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout, the following described
property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its address being 1459
Airport Road, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly descnbed as follows
Legal description of a tract of land located at 1459 Airport Road, in the County of
Calloway, State of Kentucky, being a part of the Southeast Quarter of Section 7,
Tbwnship 2, Range 4 East, and being apart of 031-0-0018-A, and a part of Tract
1 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 14, Page 28, Slide 1231, and
also being Tract 2 of a Minor Subdivision Plat of record in Plat Book 43, Page 23,
Slide 4139, and being further described as follows.

AS LONG AS YOU HAVE A

Beginning at a #4 rebar w/cap f3175 set at the southeast corner of the herein
described tract and the southwest corner of Tract 1, said point being located
581.17 feet south of the centerline of Ky. Hwy 80 and 183.35 feet west of the centerline of Airport Road (Ky. Hwy. 783) and on the north line of Tract 4 and the
north line of a 35 foot roadway;
THENCE along the north line of Tract 4 and the north line of a 35 foot roadway,
North 87 degrees 03 minutes 07 seconds West for a distance of 191.15 feet to a #4
rebar w/cap #3175 set at the southwest corner of the herein described tract and
the southeast corner of Tract 3;
THENCE along the east line of Tract 3, North 03 degrees 19 minutes 09 seconds
East for Odistance of 199.0 feet to a #4 rebar w/cap #3175 set at the northwest
corner of the herein described tract and on the south line of the Wayne & Patricia
Ezell property (Deed Book 168 Card 1344);
THENCE along the south line of the Ezell property, South 87 degrees 06 minutes
35 seconds East for, distance of 225.85 feet to a *4 rebar w/cap #3175 set at the
northeast corner of the herein described tract and the northwest corner of Tract 1
and in the centerline of a creek;
THENCE along the West line of Tract 1 and the centerline of a creek South 32
degrees 03 minutes 30 seconds West for a distance of 74.00 feet to a #4 rebar
w/cap #3175 set;
THENCE continuing with the west line of Tract 1, South 02 degrees 56 minutes
53 seconds West for. distance of 135.17 feet to the point of beginning.

$25 MINIMUM ORDER!
ALL BUSINESSES LOCATED ON
THE COURT SQUARE
REQUIRE NO MINIMUM ORDER,

White Oak Kennel

DELIVERY IS FREE!!

Boarding
Dogs & Cats

RUDY'S SPECIALS
TUESDAY fc, THURSDAY 11 - 2 ONLY
PLATE LUNCH W/ DRINK 46.50
E.YERYPAY SPECIAL
CHEESEBURGER, FRIES & PRINK $5.00
THANK YOU FOR YOUR BUSINESS
753-1632

This 29th day of October, 2013
Respectfully submitted
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

(931) 721-4549

Notice
Lily Pad

Papa Smurf
Storage
1st Month Free!
•New Climate Control
Available
.24,7 Surveillance
•Pest Control
Hwy 94 East
270-978-1400 or
270-485-6122

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Murray Recycling
201 Woods Rd.
759-5850
We Buy Junk Cars
6 Scrap Metal

Service Technician

Learning Center
has openings for
children
i2yrs
Located @
701 S. 4th St.
in the old
Wee Care building
Please stop by or call
761-5459
for more info.
CHARGE NURSE
Parkview Nursing and
Rehabilitation Center
in Paducah. Full-time,
part-time and PRN
available.
positions
Must be a Kentuckylicensed RN or LPN.
Long-term care expenence preferred. We
offer great pay and
benefits to full-time
associates in a teamoriented environment.
Cindy Ivy
270-443-6543
1-270-442-3312 FAX
544 Lone Oak Rd
Paducah KY 42003
Cynthia_lvy@
LCCA.com
Visit us: LCCA.com
EOEJM/FN/D - 44032

1600 W. Main Street
HSBC MORTGAGE SERVICES, INC.
VS.

PLAINTIFF.

NOTICE OF SALE

BRIAN S. BURICETT, VALARIE T. BUFtKEIT,
LIGHSTORM PROPERTIES, LLC, COMMONWEALTH OF
KENTUCKY FINANCE AND ADMINISTRATION CABINET

Union City. TN. 38261
Come by our office or visit our website
to fill out application.
larcomair.com

DEFENDANTS.
Customer Service Representative

By virtue of. Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit Court
on November 13, 2012, in the above cause, and subsequent orders, to satisfy the
Judgment of the Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $103.135.71. plus interest, etc., I shall proceed to offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of
Murray, Calloway County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on
Thursday, November 14, 2013, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., local time, or thereabout,
the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, with its
address being 1550 Canterbury Drive, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particularly described as follows:
Lot Number 6, Block N, Unit III of the Canterbury Estates Subdivision ai shown
by plat of record in Plat Book 4, Page 38, in the Office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
Except any interest in the coal, oil, and gas and other minerals underlying the
land which has been heretofore conveyed or reserved in prior conveyances, and all
rights and easements in favor of the estate &said coal, oil, gas and other minerals, if any
Being the same property conveyed to Brian S. Burkett, and wife, Valerie T
Burkett, by deed dated August 4,2005, of record in Book 606, Page 1, in the office
of the Clerk of the Calloway County Court.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days.
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner ten percent(10%)of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30) days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest at
12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.
This 29th day of October, 2013
Respectfully submitted,
MAX W. PARKER
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

An established locally owned home medical
equipment provider is currently seeking a customer service representative for its Paris, TN
location. Responsibilities include providing
service to customers at the locationb and on
the telephone, data entry, insurance verification
and more. Excellent communication and
customer support skills are required. Interested
candidates should send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-L Murray, KY. 42071

Located in Murray, KY & Rochester, IN.,
Glen131 Inc. is a small, family-owned
trucking company that has been in
business since 1975.
We are taking applications for full and part time
company drivers with a class A CDL, and a
good driving record. Average 2500-2700 miles
a week with good home time.
Competitive pay package including:
health insurance/retirement plarVqrt,safety bonus_
Also seeking Owner Operators
Call Craig for more details.
Monday-Friday 9am-4pm 270-759-5540

Notts

r

MURRAY
STATE LONIVERSiTY

Full-time position available
WEB RESOURCES COORDINATOR
Kentucky Academy of Technology
Apply online & view additional details

WWW.murraystatejobccom

Subscribe to
The Murray Ledger Fie TimPs

Monthly $200
Discount for Military.
15 miles south of
Dover.

Help Wanted

Danny Larcom Heating & Air,Electrical is looking
for a motivated & qualified service technician
with a good driving record, good communication
skills & a high level of customer service
Pay based on experience Paid vacation &
holidays, bonuses, company vehtchle major
tools provided Aflac sign on bonus
Danny Larcom Heating & Air/Electrical

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
COURT OF JUSTICE
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
Civil Action No. 12-CI-00298

Daily: $12
Week1y:$7.0

060
020

Thgether with and subject to covenants, easements, and restrictions of record.
This tract contains 0.900 acres according to a survey by VL Associates on
September 17, 2008.
SOURCE OF TITLE: Being that same property conveyed to Grantors by virtue of
a Deed dated September 30, 2008, and recorded in Book 762, Page 529, in the
Calloway County Clerk's Office.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty days,
but if sold on a credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to deposit with
the commissioner one-third (1/3) of the purchase price, with the balance to be
paid in full within thirty (30)days, with sufficient surety bond, bearing interest
at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully due and payable in
thirty days. A lien shall be retained on the property as additional security All
delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but shall be sold subject to the
2013 ad valorem taxes.

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

Women/minorities encouraged to apply

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted" section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwort.com.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
ar. Times Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings. Thank you

manufacturing
Food
company located in
Paris, TN seeking fulltime Food Safety &
Technician.
Quality
Responsibilities:
Quality Control, formulation, lab testing.
Requirements:
degree;
Bachelor
strong math, organizaand
tional,
Office
computer/MS
skills with a focus on
Excel.
MS
Knowledge/experience
in QC. laboratory work,
or occupational safety
a plus Applicable experience will be considered for formal education. Email resume with
at least 3 references to
fsqtechnician0gmail c
om. Equal Opportunity
Employer/PA/F/0N; TN
Drug Free Workplace
Empfoyer.
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CHRISTMAS BAZAAR
607 Poplar Street
Weaks Center
a Mae ION
Saturday
10AM-3PM
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1Home Delivery
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I Check

11

All Other Mail
Seberriptioas
3 mo6 mo.-396.00
1 yr .--$145.00
Visa

Money Order

SVC

Unique hand-made gilts wreaths, iewelry,
Vanity Mirrors, scarves, candles, hairbows,
Zija, AVON, Home-baked goods freeze-dried
salsas, pickles, desserts
faceboolLcornishirleybarnenscottievents

Houses For Rent
3BR 2BA,Nice brick
with bonus room,appliances,
attached
garage & storage
Near Murray High
$950.
(731) 363-0211
Hazel, 38R, 1 5 BA,
C/H/A 492-8526
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Mail this coupon with payment to:

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE

060
Help Wanted
Gibson Truck Lines
LLC is taking applications for the following
job positions; team to
run Northwest, OTR
drivers, and part-time
drivers. All drivers must
be 25 years old, have 2
years ocer-the-road
experience in past 5
years, no accidents or
major moving violations on MVR, and
pass DOT drug screen.
Call 270-767-0191 for
application. Resumes
can be mailed to PO
Box 1257. Murray, KY
42071 or &nailed to
dispatch gibsontrucklines.com
SALARIED
computer/network
helpdesk technician in
Calvert City.
Experience required.
www smartDetails:
pathtech comicareer
070
Position Wonted

Home/ Office cleaning,
experienced.
References available
(270) 703-8080
140
Want to Buy

119E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - tp.m. M-F

ALL FURNITURE
MATTRESSES
ON SALE!!
CARRAWAY FURIV71JRE
& MATTRESSES

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE

105 NORTH 3RD
753-1502

'Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
•Safe & clean
'We sell boxesl
'We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

BRAND NEW PILLOW
Top Mattress Sets. Still
in plastic, King $375,
Full $175. (270)2934121
270
Mobile Homes For Sale
*OWNER FINANCE**
3BR, 28A, nice setting,flat 1 acre, $2,950
down, $495/mo
2220 Wrather Rd.,
Murray area
(615)397-3171
2005 Fleetwood 16 x
80 , 2BR 2 BA. Extra
nice (270)489-2525.
2BR. & lot $1190000
753-6012
99 Fleetwood 28x64
Limited
Sloneridge
model. 3BR, 2BA.
Must be moved. 7520316 Call for appt.

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872
38R 1.5 BA,large lot
(270) 436-5927 or
(270) 978-2861
Large home & 90
acres. Includes 3 acre
lake, good hunting/fish30x80
shop,
ing.
&
26xx38
shop
attached 38x24 shed
48 acre tillable, 45 acre
timber
House has
indoor gym, theatre,
rec room. All or part
559-2032

1

CCIIVINCICIll Prop. For Rent
1531

CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows. 7534109
Want to buy junk or
and
cars
running
trucks and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866

1 BR 1 BA w/d $400
2BR 1BA Townhome
w/d starting at $500
Call 753-7559
1 OR 2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109.

Articles

2BR from $375

Sells
coins/paper money
At Trends-N-Treasures
Murray,Kentucky
Wedesperately need to
buy your coins, paying
Dr. Fuhrman
270-753-4161

SINGER
SALES & VAC
1ANOME &SINGER
sewing machines
ORECK Vacuums
Quilts starting at $59
G.E. Financing
908-C 512114

BEL-AIR
CENTER.
(270)753-5323
Appliances
LARGE
SELECTiON
USED APPILIANI IS
WARD ELWIN%

605 `.
(270) 753 1 i

2007 Honda CRV EXL
AWD w/ navigation
119k miles $12,999
270-978-0073
03 Ford Taurus. Very
good condition, very
to
cleanMust see
appreciate. 100k miles,
0 B.O.
$3,600
( 7 3 1 )7 8 2 - 3 1 2 8
(270)853-5419

TAKE

FOR Rent 4 Car Shop
with a 14 or 16 ft. overhead door, bathroom,
overhead heavy duty
hoist, great parking,
easy access, great visibility. $700.00 month.
Call 270-753-2905 for
more information.

270-753-8556

1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800-545-1833
Ext. 283 46
r Equal opportunity

c

Voted Most Reasonable!
Elliot Wright
CallfText 270-978-8077

Obedience
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.

Need References? Got 'em!

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday. Friday.
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD It 711

GARLAND!
RENTAL
"If you've got it, we can store it"

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights. Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance

-Brand New Motorhome Boat Storage

Murray Ledger & Times Fair
Housing Act Notice
All real estate advertised herein

All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

is subtect to the Federal Fair
Housing Act, which makes it
illegal to advertise any preference, limitation or diyenmina
hoe based on race, color, religion, set, handicap, familial status or national ongin, or intention to make any such prefer
ence%, limitations or discnminahon

270-753-2905

\
/yr/Nisi
McCUISTON

State laws forbid discrimination
in the sale, rental or adverti,ing
of real estate based on factor, in
addition to those protected
under federal law
We will knowingly accept ant
advertising for real estate which
is not in violation of the law All
persons an, hereby informed
that all dwellings advertised are
available on an equal opportunity ham'
For further assistance sirh Fair
Housing Advertising requirements, contact NAA Counsel
Rene P Milam,(7,03)648-1000

ROOFING
Replacement and Repatt

270-293-1924
Free Estimates

9- , 2- 8
, 2'1 , 3 1 7
5
7
2 .
96
,
4
1 32
6

Very nice 1BR, IBA
with appliances. Next
to MSU. $350/mo &
deposrt. 227-3250

149

1 BR cabin in New
includes
Concord,
cable & all u tittles No
pets
inside
$475/month + $475
deposit. 270-873-9013
brick in
garage
$550/mo w/ deposit
Call/text 270-752-0316
38R, IBA

with

ON BEAc
MINI
TORAGE

I

All Size Units
24/7 Surveillance • Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Control Units
812 Whitnell Ave.

0

753-3853 ,

Corner 5 acre lot off
Roberson Road South
best offer (865) 4032791

suses For Rent
3 Hunting & Income
Producing Farms
93acres,
31acres.
270-5561613acres
3576
Producing
Income
with
Farms
Outstanding Hunting 3
Tracts - 70, 122 & 128
acres
270-970-8395

9
5
4,
81
3
41
8

Hill Electric

Greg Mansfield

•qttall

753-9562
hillelectric.com
A-1 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Insured
753-TREE (8733)
ALL Carpentry and
Handyman service 25
years experience Call
Don for free estimate.
270-226-5576

CLEAN CUT
ElAl RI um
Ii u Mt it
I

24
56
8 1 7
7 39

7
9
4
5

56 1 83
1 .8-47-4
32965
2 1 846

1 4 8 3 6 7 5 9 2
5 6 2 8 4 9 7 3 1
2 7 3 6 8 5 4 1 9

6 8 1_2 9 4 3 5 7
4 9 5 1 7 3 612 8

a.

nv49 molt,

•

ii it

Services Offered

Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or

Answer to previous puzzle

6

Services Offered

270-293-4020
ML Garage Doors
repair.
Installation,
maintenance on doors
and operators 270293-2357
Mr. Fix It.
Your Handyman. 270227-4814
YEARRY'S Tree and
Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured Free estimates. 436-2562. 2270267

Hernandez Tires. Auto
detailing, car wash and
r
o
e.
m
facebook.com/express
autospaky. 270-7671130

Ky Lake
Remodeling
Specializing in kitchen
8 bath remodeling
Decks & Porches
Fully insured
Visit
kentuckylake
remodeling.com

270-873-9916
FRAME'S TREE
SERVICE &
DEBRIS REMOVAL
.24 How
Emergency Service
•Locally owned
•Licensed & Insured
Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270) 474-0323

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming

Lab For Sal.

For Sale

3

l)tllicult% Leiel ***

Licensed & Insured
Protecting your house like
it is our house!

••••• 11111101110
Q11.011111,11111,1

Western Shores Lot
1 33
Acres
175
Estates II $29,000.
(636)439-8282

DGI%C Cart!'

7

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
iunk & tree work.

Malt-a-Poo registered
vet checked
and
(270)489-2761

REAL ESTATE FOR
Apartment
SALE.
building and duplexes.
Visit nicholsenterprises.net or call 270-7534109

By

3

*Removal

Rentals
GARLAND
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
today
appointment
270-753-2905..

Hazel

Conceptis SudoKu

Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Great Hometown Service
Don't spend yOu, money out of
stare
seep kr iocai"

%crime Orland

PRESCOTT
ROOFING

USED TIRES

Over 28 Years
Experience

14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Zach 270-873-7700
David 270-227-1106
At_Sbrad§±167516killot

Call 753-5606

(2701 293-8480

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday, Nov. 14, 2013:
This year your creativity surges; however, every once in a 'while
there could be a lull. Your intuition comes through in all ventures,
especially risky ones. If you are single, you could find it challenging
to find a match who is on the same wavelength, but you will have
fun dating. If you are attached, you seem to have a sixth sense about
your sweetie. Still, know that you will not always be right. Listen to
your sweetie and understand where he or she might be coming from.
ARIES can match your energy.

all ',tor at

• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E

For Sale

CHRISTOPHER'S
Coins

2008 Toyota Prius
Hybrid. $13.500
Excellent condition.
270 978-1714

Suooko As a number-0mm puzzle based on a 9m9 gro rem
several groin nurrbers The oteect a to piece die hooters 1 to
9,,tie empty squares so reit sect row each coiann and each
3x3 box canaille 110 Mine number only once The dowry ley,"
ol the Concepts Sucioku IrIC108586 from Morxia IcScfay

SUDOKU

2010 Honda Civic.
extra nice, 31K miles,
(270)489-2525

Real Estate

Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $345

Tired of paying a
monthly bill for
TV service? Call
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
at 877-726-4077.

2011 Chevy Equinox
Moca
Steel
LT1
Metallic 22/32 miles
18,200
per gallon
miles $18,500 OBO
753-2314 or 293-7521

LANDSCAPES
COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL
• Trimming Hedges • Landscape Design
• Clean Out Existing Beds • Mulching
• Mowing & Bagging Yards
• BAGGING FALL LEAVES
OTHER SERVICES
• Hardscapes-Patios • Sodding/Seeding
• Debris Cleanup • Tree Damage
• Pressure Washing • Gutters

410

2BR furnished or un
furnished, fenced yard
$450/mo & $450/dep
227-1872

Used Cars

LANDSCAPES

Public Sale
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry
753-3633

Misty Meadows subdivision 4700 Sq.Ft. plus
garage and walk-in
attic. 270-752-0477

DOUBLE

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil

top $UM
manufacturing
y located in
seeking fulliod Safety &
Technician
nsibilities.
:ontrol, formulab testing.
Irements:
degree:
Iath, organizaand
ir/MS Office
lb a focus on
Excel.
Ige/experience
iboratory work,
)ational safety
aplicable expeMI be considformal educaail resume with
3 references to
iician0gmail c
ial Opportunity
or/M/F/DN; TN
ye Workplace
or

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
7534916
..
Or call ?70)

8 acres (sub divided
into 8 lots) In city,
gravel dnve, city water
All or part $48.500 00
559-2032

3/2 Brick Ranch. unfurnished, city schools
quiet neighborhood on
Melrose Dove central
AiC & heat, 2-car
garage,
attached
stove, fridge. dishwasher, W/D hookup,
big
carpets,
new
fenced back yard,
yearly lease-$900 rent,
Tel. 270-978-2589

Wednesday, November 13, 2013• 3B

*Stump Grinding
*Firewood
*Insured

(270) 489-2839
Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill

(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
IniestrIal/Ceinmercial/leskleadel
James C. Gallimeil
W W W.0ECLLC N ET

(270)759-0890
II \II'S WASTE
\ \ N A(.I ‘11:N1
weekly & special pickup%
• locally owned/operated

759-11S1 • 293-2783
293-2784

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Sepdc Needs
Ins tollation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch

(.270) 293-8486

The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
ARIES (March 21-AprIl 19)
**** You see a situation differently from how others see it. What
has been hazy could become crystal clear through others' actions.
Express your concern in a way that it can be received. Opportunities
might emerge from a real-estate matter. Tonight: Get into weekend
mode.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
*** You could be more aware of what a friendship offers you as
opposed to your idealistic dreams. Reality can be harsh at first. You
will want to take your time integrating your feelings. Don't take action
or make a decision until you have adjusted. Tonight: Get some R and
R.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Aim for more of what you would want, and treat it as though
others are not actively making requests of you. A boss or parent could
reveal a new side of him- or herself that you need to acknowledge.
Others might not be as clear as you would like. Tonight: Out and
about.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
**** You are in a position to take action, but a question remains
unresolved in your mind. Think about what you want. Make decisions
only when you have all the facts at hand. You don't need to make an
error. Tonight: Get extra work done.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** You'll see a partner in a new light. You might feel as if a veil
has been dropped, and you can see the real person now. As you
digest all this newness, you might experience quite a few feelings.
You actually do like what you see; you simply need to adjust. Tonight:
Out on the town.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Deal with others directly, and understand that you could get
several mixed messages. You will gain insight into a particular group
of friends involved in a common interest. Opportunities abound.
Follow the advice of a trusted friend. Tonight: Go for togetherness.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
**** Others appear to be very strong-willed, no matter what your
choices are. If you could change the direction of a situation, where
would you go? You might be pleasantly surprised if you share your
thoughts. Others will join in on your ideas. Tonight: Be with your best
friend.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You could be experiencing a reversal with a child or loved
one. What you are seeing is that your perception of what might be
going on is very different from reality. Take it all in, but get busy in
order to prevent any obsessive behavior from happening. Tonight:
Get errands done first.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Listen to news with an open mind. Someone close to you
might have a skeleton in his or her closet. You recently might have
seen some signs of this well-kept secret. You will want to understand
more of what is going on. Stay open. Tonight: Be spontaneous.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Note if your sixth sense is improving. If so, you might want to
be more willing to follow your intuition. You will see excellent results,
as you often pick up on what is happening around you on a subconscious level. Tonight: Make weekend plans.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Stopping you could be difficult, as you are on mission. You
have a lot on your plate and a desire to complete as much as possible. A discussion might not mesh well with what you are feeling. Do
little and observe a lot. Tonight: Hang out with friends and loved ones.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
*** You see an item that you really want. You might have difficulty
saying "no." As you look at your budget, you could question the value
of making the purchase. Make sure that you really want this thing.
Confusion surrounds your finances. Tonight: Your treat.
BORN TODAY
Former first lady Mamie Eisenhower (1896), painter Claude Monet
(1840), former U.S. Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice (1954)
•••
Jacqueline Bigar Is on the Internet at www.)acquellnebigar.com.
(c) 2013 by King Features Syndicate Inc.

United OA
Way M*7

J & S Lawn Care
13 years experience
Free estimates
Leaf removal
bogging system
(270) 705-1862

Please support the
United Way of
Free Puppies
148F%

227

Murray-Calloway
County

ill( V% .1

)otti-
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SAVE BIG ON THE STYLE AND INNOVATION YOU DESERVE!
ANY ALL-NEW 2014 COROLLA
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_
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PLUS, EVERY NEW TOYOTA
ASK ABOUT OUR $1,000 MILITARY ft
COMES WITH TOYOTACARE
$750 COLLEGE GRAD REBATE PROGRAMS
No Cost Maintenance Plan
ToyotaCare
'
THAT'S OVER & ABOVE ALL OTHER INCENTIVES!
with roadside assistance

Ilk Calk
Hometoi

SEE YOUR LOCAL TOYOTA DEALER TODAY!

6Y

TOYOTA OF MURRAY
1307 South 12th Street • Murray, KY • 270.753.4961
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Let's Go Places

